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PREFACE
This manual describes transmitter NUS 5951 used at the mainline and tributary sites. It provides installation
instructions, operating procedures, theory of operation, and maintenance information. Theory of operation is described at
the equipment level, and emphasis is placed on the interrelation of the modules rather than on circuit details. The
modules are described in Section VI.
The transmitter conforms to a modular concept and is maintained to the direct support (3rd echelon) level.
Maintenance to this level of support is concerned with localizing trouble to a particular module. When the trouble is
localized, replace the defective module. Refer to Instruction Manual for Test Facilities Kit MK-884/FRC-81(V), TM 116625-647-14/1 and -14/2 for maintenance information on the modules.
The transmitter is a component equipment in the ET-A communications system. The following is a list of
publications pertaining to the ET-A communications system component equipments.
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SECTION I
DESCRIPTION AND LEADING PARTICULARS
1-1.

SCOPE OF MANUAL.

1-2.
This instruction manual provides information on Transmitter NUS 5951 (figures 11 and 12). The equipment is built
by ITT Federal Laboratories, Nutley, N.J. Included herein is information on description and theory of operation of the
transmitter, and instructions for its installation, operation, and maintenance. A separate manual is included (in Section 6)
for each module contained in the transmitter.
1-3.

DESCRIPTION.

1-4.

OVERALL EQUIPMENT.

1-5.
The transmitter provides single or multi-channel voice and voice frequency telegraph communication by
frequency-modulated microwave radio in the 4400- through 5000-mc band. To ensure uninterrupted service, the
intelligence (baseband input to transmitter) is transmitted using quadruple space diversity (polarization marking) in overthe-horizon communication links, or dual space diversity with complete redundancy in line-of-sight-communication links.
1-6.
The transmitter cabinets are provided in pairs at each shelter (see figures 11 and 12). The transmitters which
operate as low-level exciters for the power amplifiers at 1 or 10kw quadruple diversity sites consist of cabinet pairs NUS
59513 and 7, NUS 595111 and 12, or NUS 595111 and 23. The 3 and 7 pair is used for single channel requirements while
the 11 and 12 pair or the 11 and 23 pair can accommodate from 12 to 120 channels. The 11 and 12 pair incorporates an
rf switchover and power divider drawer in the cabinet designated transmitter B and is used to drive a 1kw power amplifier.
The 11 and 23 pair incorporates only an rf switchover drawer (without the power divider) in the B transmitter. The single
output from this transmitter pair is used to drive two 10kw power amplifiers, with the power divider located in the 10kw van.
The transmitter cabinet in each pair having the numerically lower NUS dash number is always transmitter A (on the right);
the higher numbered transmitter cabinet is always transmitter B on the left. Refer to paragraph 110 for further details on
the rf switchover drawers. Conversely, all cabinet pairs which are used to supply 1watt rf outputs directly to the antenna
system employ the modulator switchover and power divider drawer. The modulator switchover and power divider drawer
is mounted in the transmitter B cabinet of each pair. Refer to paragraph 19 for further details on the modulator switchover
and power divider drawer. The cabinet pair consisting of NUS 595116 and 17 is used in multi-channel shelters configured
for either quadruple space diversity or line-of-sight dual diversity with complete transmitter redundancy. The cabinet pair
consisting of NUS 595121 and 25 is used in similar configurations but for single channel requirements. The single channel
transmitters may accommodate either one or two voice channels, depending on the system requirements. These
transmitters will be referred to as single channel, whether or not two voice channels are used.
1-7.

DRAWERS.
1-1
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Figure 1-1. Transmitter With Modulator Switchover
1-2
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Figure 1-2. Transmitter With RF Switchover
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1-8.
MODULATOREXCITER. For transmitter configurations using modulator switchover, the baseband input is
applied through a coaxial cable to the BASEBAND IN jack on the front panel, and is used to frequency-modulate a 70 mc
subcarrier. The modulated signal is routed from the 70 MC OUT jack on the front panel through a coaxial cable to the
modulator switchover and power divider drawer. The output of this drawer Ls routed through a coaxial cable to the 70 MC
IN jack on the modulator-exciter front panel. The signal is then amplified and mixed with the 2270 to 2430 mc local
oscillator to obtain the 2200to 2500mc carrier. The resultant signal is routed from the RF OUTPUT jack on the front panel
through a coaxial cable to the frequency multiplier, producing the 4400to 5000mc final carrier. For quadruple diversity
transmitter configurations using rf switchover, the frequency-modulated 70mc subcarrier is mixed and amplified in the
modulator-exciter drawer and routed through the frequency multiplier and then through the switchover stage.
1-9.
MODULATOR SWITCHOVER AND POWER DIVIDER. This drawer us used at quadruple and dual diversity sites
not using power amplifiers. The frequency modulated 70mc carrier is routed from the modulator-exciters in cabinets A and
B through coaxial cables to the XMTR MOD A IN and XMTR MOD B IN jacks, respectively, on the front panel. The drawer
is preset to use one of the two inputs to provide two identical outputs at the XMTR MOD A OUT and XMTR MOD B OUT
jacks. These jacks are connected to the cabinet A and B modulator-exciters, respectively. If the input that is being used
fails, the drawer automatically switches to the other input and causes an indicator lamp to show that the second modulator
is in use. A failure indication will appear on the transmitter in which the failure occurred.
110.
RF SWITCHOVER. The rf switchover and power divider drawer is used at quadruple diversity sites using 1kw
power amplifiers. The frequency modulated 4400 to 5000 mc carrier is routed from the frequency multipliers in cabinets A
and B through coaxial cables to the XMTR A INPUT and XMTR B INPUT jacks, respectively. The drawer is preset to use
one of the two inputs to provide two identical outputs. Each output is fed to a separate power amplifier. If the input that is
being used fails, the drawer automatically switches to the other input and causes an indicator lamp to show that the
second transmitter is in use. A failure indication will show on the transmitter in which the failure occurred. The rf
switchover drawer (without a power divider) is identical to the above unit but does not incorporate the power divider. The
single output from this drawer is routed through shelter and external waveguide to a 10kw power amplifier van, where it is
power-split and used to drive a pair of 10-kw power amplifiers.
1-11. FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER. The rf output from the modulator-exciter is fed through a coaxial cable to the RF
INPUT jack on the front panel. The frequency multiplier doubles the input frequency, filters spurious signals, and supplies
the rf output for transmission.
1-12. POWER DISTRIBUTION PANEL. The power distribution panel distributes power to the drawers in the
transmitter. The input is 117 vac, single-phase power from the voltage regulator, and 117 vac, 24 vac, 800 vdc, 165 vdc,
and 150 vdc from the transmitter power supply. In addition, the distribution panel contains two dc power supply modules
(*15 vdc and -30 vdc).
1-13. TRANSMITTER POWER SUPPLY. The transmitter power supply generates ac and dc voltages that are required
by the transmitter. The input is 117 vac, single-phase power from the distribution panel. The 117 vac, 24 vac, 800 vdc,
166 vdc, and 150 vdc output voltages are supplied to the distribution panel.

1-4
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1-14. VOLTAGE REGULATOR. The voltage regulator eliminates gross variation of the input line voltage. The input is
108 to 132 vac, single-phase, 47.5 to 63 cps. The output voltage is 116 to 118 vac. The input and output of the voltage
regulator is routed through the power distribution panel. The voltage regulator circuitry also includes an automatic shutoff
whenever the output voltage exceeds 126 vac due to a rapid voltage surge in the line. The regulated voltage is applied
only to the transmitter power supply. The low voltage power supplies work from unregulated voltage.
1-15.

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED.

1-16. Table 1-1 lists the cabinets for each installation. Table 1-2 lists the drawers and modules within each cabinet.
Drawers, chassis, and modules within drawers are indicated by their indentation.
1-17.

Two versions of the following transmitter cavities and power supplies are used interchangeably in this equipment:
a. Cavity Frequency Multiplier NUS 4152-4 and -5
b. Mixer-Amplifier NUS 3755-4 and -6
c. Frequency Multiplier Cavity Assembly NUS 5314-1 and -3
d. +15 Volt Power Supply NUS 5975-3 and 8797G1
e. -30 Volt Power Supply NUS 5975-4 and 8797G2

Units having numerically lower NUS dash numbers were supplied with the original systems. The higher numbered units
are newer versions utilizing simplified mechanical design. However, both versions of each unit are electrically similar and
mechanically interchangeable. Figures showing both cavity versions are supplied since tuning control placement is
different in some cases. Reference will be made to both figures in the tuning and alignment procedures.

TABLE 1-1. CABINETS SUPPLIED
Transmitter
Cabinet
NUS 5951
A
-3
-11
-16
-21
-11

B
-7
-12
-17
-25
-23

Channels
Single
Multi
X
X
X
X
X

Configuration
Switchover
Mod
RF
To Ant
X
X
X
X
X
X
1-5

Output
To 1-kw PA
X
X

To 10-kw PA

X
X
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1-18. Table 1-3 lists the type of pre-emphasis network used with the transmitter cabinet for each of the multi-channel
systems. No pre-emphasis network is required for single-channel systems.
1-19. Table 1-4 lists the resistor termination assembly required for correct termination of the oscillator-multiplier at the
modulator-exciter drawer front panel of each transmitter cabinet. The termination assembly indicates the transmitters that
require a tee adapter on the modulator-exciter drawer baseband input jack so that the baseband signal may be applied to
both transmitters.
1-20.

SPECIFICATIONS.

1-21.

Table 1-5 lists the overall transmitter specifications.

1-22.

MECHANICAL DESIGN FEATURES.

1-23. Each transmitter cabinet is 62-1/2 inches high, 22 inches wide, and 22 inches deep. All drawers except
switchover drawers NUS 5959-1, -2, and -3 mount on slide rails and are locked in the cabinet by four quarter-turn
fasteners. The drawers slide out of the cabinet for accessibility. Cable retractors are provided to prevent cable damage
when the drawers are slid in and out of the cabinet. To remove a drawer, remove the screws which secure the drawer to
the slide rails. The switchover drawers are not mounted on slide rails. In addition to the four quarter-turn fasteners, the
switchover drawers are locked to the cabinet by two captive screws which attach the drawer to flanges on the inside of the
cabinet.
1-24. Continuous metering and monitoring facilities, and coaxial connectors required for intra-drawer and intra-cabinet
connections are provided on the drawer front panels or on top of the cabinets. Additional metering and monitoring
facilities are provided on panels incorporated within the drawers. Power connections are made through connectors at the
rear of the drawers.
1-25. All of the active circuits within the drawers are contained in plug-in modules. Any module can easily be removed
from a drawer for servicing.
1-6
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TABLE 1-3. PRE-EMPHASIS ASSEMBLEY SELECTION LIST
Channel Capacity
24-36
48-60
72-120
180-240

Pre-Emphasis Network Assembly
C2336632G1
C2336634G1
C2336635G1
C1260277
1-7
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TABLE 1-4. RESISTOR TERMINATION SELECTION LIST
Transmitter Cabinet
NUS 5951-3
NUS 5951-7
NUS 5951-11
NUS 5951-12
NUS 5951-16
NUS 5951-17
NUS 5951-21
NUS 5951-23
NUS 5951-25

Resistor Termination Assembly
D2338816G4
D2338816G2
D2338816G4
D2338816G2
D2338816G5
D2338816G1
D2338816G5
D2338816G2
D2338816G1

TABLE 1-5. OVERALL TRANSMITTER SPECIFICATIONS
Characteristic
Frequency range
Nominal operating range (line-of-sight)
Multiplex channels used
Input impedance
Output impedance
Sub-carrier frequency
Max. carrier deviation
Input level, per channel
Output level
Primary power
VSWR of load

Specification
4400-5000 mc
50 miles using 6-foot parabolic reflectors
1, 2, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, and 120
75 ohms
50 ohms
70 mc
+2.0 mc
-35 dbm (-15 dbm for single channel)
1 watt (min)
680 watts, nominal; 117 vac, 47-63 cps, single
phase; 0.8 power factor
1.5 (max)
1-8
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INSTALLATION
2-1.

GENERAL.

2-2.
This section describes the installation procedures for the transmitter and includes instructions for inspection, initial
application of power, and alignment of the equipment. All drawers and modules are completely assembled, wired, and
installed in the cabinets at the factory. All cabinets are completely installed in their shelters before shipment.
2-3.

COMPONENT INTERCONNECTIONS.

24.
Refer to the transmitter interconnection diagrams (figures 21 and 22) for all drawer and module power and alarm
circuit interconnections. The signal interconnections are illustrated on the schematic diagrams of the drawers (figure 43
for the frequency multiplier and figures 44 and 45 for the modulator-exciter; the modulator switchover and power divider
drawer schematic contained in the module portion of this handbook and the simplified cable interconnecting diagrams of
the modulator-exciter are shown in figures 46, 47, 48, and 49). Most of the interconnections shown on the diagrams have
been made at the factory. The drawer interconnections made at sites using rf switchover are described in paragraph 25.
The drawer and cabinet interconnections made at sites using modulator switchover are described in paragraph 26. The
following connections are made at the top of the transmitter cabinets for either type of site.
At cabinet A connect:
a. Cable W38 to AC POWER jack J1.
b. Cable W51 to CENTRAL EQUIP CABINET ALARM INTERCON jack J2.
c. Cable W53 to XMTR ALARM INTERCON jack J3.
At cabinet B connect:
a. Cable W39 to AC POWER jack J1.
b. Cable W52 to CENTRAL EQUIP CABINET ALARM INTERCON jack J2.
c. Cable W54 to XMTR ALARM INTERCON jack J3.
NOTE
Transmitter cabinets without switchover drawers are called cabinet A; transmitter cabinets with switchover
drawers are called cabinet B.
2-5.
For operation using rf switchover, connect cable W1 (T) between the RF OUTPUT jack on the modulator-exciter
front panel of each cabinet and the RF INPUT jack on the frequency multiplier front panel of the same cabinet. The
baseband signal cable W61 from the central equipment cabinet is connected to the BASE BAND IN jack on the modulatorexciter front
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panel of cabinet A through a TEE adapter (resistor-termination assembly D2338816). The BASE BAND IN jacks of the
two cabinets are connected in parallel using cable W65 and the TEE adapter. Connect the coaxial termination (resistor
termination assembly D2338816) to the OSC OUT jack on the modulator-exciter of both cabinets.
2-6.

For operation using modulator switchover, interconnect the drawers and cabinets as follows:
NOTE
The lengths of the cables used in steps b through e are critical. The designated cables must be used.

a. On cabinets A and B, respectively, connect cable W1(T) from the RF OUTPUT jack on the modulator-exciter
to the RF INPUT jack on the frequency multiplier.
b. Connect cable W67 from the 70MC OUT jack on the modulator-exciter in cabinet A to the XMTR MOD A IN
jack on the modulator switchover and power divider in cabinet B.
c. Connect cable W68 from the 70MC IN jack on the modulator-exciter in cabinet A to the XMTR MOD A OUT
jack on the modulator switchover and power divider in cabinet B.
d. Connect cable W2(T) from the 70MC OUT jack on the modulator-exciter in cabinet B to the XMTR MOD B IN
jack on the modulator switchover and power divider in cabinet B.
e. Connect cable W3(T) from the 70MC IN jack on the modulator-exciter in cabinet B to the XMTR MOD B OUT
jack on the modulator switchover and power divider in cabinet B.
f.

Connect cable W66 between the OSC OUT jacks on the modulator-exciter of each cabinet.

g. Connect baseband signal cable W61 from the central equipment cabinet to the BASE BAND IN jack on the
modulator-exciter of cabinet A through a TEE adapter.
h. Connect cable W65 between the BASE BAND IN jacks on the modulator-exciter of each cabinet utilizing the
TEE adapter.
2-7.

TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIRED.

2-8.

Table 2-1 lists the test equipment required for initial alignment and maintenance.

TABLE 2-1. TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
Description
Frequency Counter
Oscilloscope
Capacitive Decoupler
Video Oscillator
Video Voltmeter

Mfgr. & Type
CMC 2565A
Tektronix 561A (with 3A72 and
2B67 plug-ins)
I.T.T. part A2331266G1
HP 241A
H.P. 400D
2-2

Quantity
1
1
1
1
1
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Figure 2-1. Transmitter Cabinet A, Interconnection Diagram (F2384323A)
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Figure 2-2. Transmitter Cabinet B, Interconnection Diagram (F2384325A)
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TABLE 2-1. TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIRED (Continued)
Description
Attenuator, 75 ohms
Termination - Waveguide
Termination - N - 50 ohms
Termination - BNC - 75 ohms
Tee - BNC
Waveguide - Type N Adapter
Power Meter
Thermistor Mount
40 db Attenuator

Mfgr. & Type
Kay Electric 31-0
HP - G910A
I.T.T. part C2334895
I.T.T. part B2334876G1
UG 274B/U
H. P. G281A
H. P. 430C
H.P. 477B
Microlab Ab-40N

Quantity
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1

2-9. INSPECTION.
2-10. Perform the following inspection procedure:
a. Check that the circuit breakers on the transmitter power supply and distribution panel drawers are in the OFF
position.
b. Check that the equipment is interconnected in accordance with figures 2-1 and 2-2.
c. Check each drawer to ensure that all modules and components are properly secured, all cables are properly
connected, and all tubes are seated properly in their sockets.
2-11. INITIAL APPLICATION OF POWER.
2-12. The initial application of power involves the application of power to the drawers and modules in the transmitter,
and a series of power checks. These checks are to be performed only when the equipment is turned on in the field for the
first time. If any check fails, turn equipment off (refer to paragraph 3-7) and refer to Section V for trouble analysis. Proceed as follows (perform instructions on each transmitter cabinet):
a. Check all fuseholders in the transmitter to ensure that fuses with correct ratings are installed.
b. Check that ON/OFF circuit breaker CB1 on the transmitter power supply (7, figure 2-3) is at OFF. Place circuit
breaker CB1 on the power distribution panel (5) to ON. POWER ON lamp DS1 (6) should light.
c. Check that the fan in the power distribution panel is operating. Check that the interlock shuts the fan off when the
drawer is opened.
d. Check that the blowers in the modulator-exciter drawers and in the frequency multiplier drawers are operating. e.
Place switch S3 on front panel of modulator-exciter (4) to + 15 position and note indication on meter M2 (3).Place switch
S3 to -30 position and note indication on meter M2. At both positions, meter M2 should indicate between 45 and 55.
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Figure 2-3. Transmitter, Front Panel View
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f. Remove each fuse, one at a time, from its fuseholder on the power distribution panel and check that the blown
fuse indicator lights when the fuseholder is re-inserted without the fuse. (Re-install correct fuses.)
g. Check that the two NORMAL/STANDBY switches on the transmitter power supply sub-panel (1 and 2, figure 2-4)
are in STANDBY position.
h. Place ON/OFF circuit breaker CB1 on the transmitter power supply (7, figure 2-3) to ON. POWER ON lamp
DS1(8) should light. Check that OSC OVEN ON lamps DS1 and DS2 on the modulator-exciter, cycle after 5 to 10 minutes
warmup. The MOD OVEN ON lamps DS3 and DS4 are not used.
i. Visually, check that the filaments of all tubes in the transmitter glow.
j. Set switch S2 on the frequency multiplier (2) to 24 VOLTS AC position. Place switch S3 on the modulator-exciter
(4) to 24 AC VOLTS position. Meter M1 on the frequency multiplier (1) and meter M2 on the modulator-exciter (3) should
indicate between 40 and 60.
k. Check that the POWER OUTPUT FAILURE lamps, DS9 and DS10, on the modulator-exciter are on and that the
MODULATION FAILURE lamps, DS11 and DS12 are off (the 4-kc pilot tone from the central equipment cabinet must be
present).
l. Check that the POWER OUTPUT FAILURE lamps, DS7 and DSB, on the frequency multiplier (figure 2-3) are on.
m. Place NORMAL/STANDBY switch S2, located on subpanel in transmitter power supply (1, figure 24), to NORMAL.
Place switch S2 on frequency multiplier (2, figure 23) to 150 VOLTS DC position. Meter M1 (1) should indicate between 40
and 60.
n. Place switch S3 on the modulatorexciter (4) to 150 DC VOLTS position and note indication on meter M2 (3). Place
switch S3 in 165 DC VOLTS position. In both positions, meter M2 should indicate between 40 and 60.
o. Remove each fuse, one at a time, from its fuseholder on the transmitter power supply (do not remove 800 VDC
fuses) and check that the blown fuse indicator lights when the fuse-holder is reinserted without the fuse. (Reinstall correct
fuses.) p. Slide the modulatorexciter drawer out of the cabinet, open the fuse panel door to operate interlock and repeat
step n. The meter should indicate zero in both positions and the INTERLOCK COOLING FAILURE lamps, DS7 and DS8,
should go on. (Close fuse panel door and slide drawer back into cabinet.)
q. Slide the frequency multiplier drawer out of the cabinet and unlock the wing type quarter turn spring fastener on
the lucite cover over the tube. Lift the lucite cover to operate the interlock and repeat step m. The meter should indicate
zero, and the INTERLOCK COOLING FAILURE lamp, DS9 and DS10, should go on. (Do not restore lucite cover over the
tube.)
r. Place switch S2 on the frequency multiplier (2) to 800 VOLTS DC position, and switch S3 on the modulatorexciter
(4) to 800 DC VOLTS position. Place NORMAL/STANDBY switch S1 located on subpanel in transmitter power supply (2,
figure 24) to NORMAL position. Restore lucite cover over tube in the frequency multiplier drawer and slide drawer
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Figure 2-4. Transmitter Power Supply, Top View
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back into cabinet. After approximately 50 seconds, meter M1 on the frequency multiplier (1, figure 23) and meter M2 on
the modulator-exciter (3) should both indicate between 40 and 60.
WARNING
Exercise caution while performing the instructions given in step s because of the high voltage present.
s. Place NORMAL/STANDBY switch S1 (2, figure 24) in STANDBY position. Wait approximately one minute and
then remove the high voltage (800 volt) fuses one at a time from the transmitter power supply, modulator-exciter, and
frequency multiplier drawers. After each fuse is removed return the switch to the NORMAL position and check that the
blown fuse indicator lights.
2-13. ALIGNMENT AND TUNING.
2-14. GENERAL. There are two basic transmitter configurations; each requires a different tuning procedure. The
following paragraphs describe the tuning procedures for these configurations:
Single and multi-channel transmitters with rf switchover and single and multi-channel transmitters with modulator
switchover. Single channel transmitters NUS 59513, 7, 21, and 25 require only peak tuning and the procedure is covered
in paragraphs 215 and 216. Multi-channel transmitters NUS 595111, 12, 16, 17, and 23 require broadband tuning. For rf
switchover operation, first peaktune each transmitter according to paragraphs 215 and 216 and then perform a broadband
alignment of the equipment according to the procedures of paragraphs 217 and 219. For modulator switchover operation,
perform a broadband alignment of the equipment according to the procedures of paragraphs 218 and 219, which includes
peak tuning as given in paragraphs 215 and 216. The transmitter is aligned with all drawers and modules installed in the
cabinets. Primary ac power is supplied from the same external source used for normal operation. All broadband visual
alignment adjustments should be made to achieve a compromise between maximum amplitude, maximum flatness and
maximum symmetry of the waveforms. If units are badly detuned it may be necessary to repeat the tuning procedure.
Use direct connections to oscilloscope (no probes).
2-15. PEAK-TUNING MODULATOR-EXCITER. Before peak-tuning the modulator-exciter, perform the 70mc frequency
calibration given in paragraph 218, steps a and b. For transmitter cabinet pairs which do not use modulator switchover, it
is necessary to connect the counter to output jack J4 (figure 211 or 212) or the modulator rather than to the output jack on
the front panel. Peak-tune the modulator-exciter as follows:
a. Insert the crystal provided into the crystal oven. Note the crystal frequency and refer to the transmitter frequency
table (table 24) for other pertinent information related to the crystal.
b. Insert the oven into the socket on the oscillator-multiplier module. After the OSC OVEN ON light (figure 23) has
cycled, proceed to step c.
c. Place MONITOR switch S1 (figure 25 or 26) to METER TRANSFER position. Set front panel switch S3 (4, figure
23) to OFF position. Set EXCITER TUNING switch S2 (figure 25 or 26) to OSC A position.
d. Set controls B, C, and D1 (figure 27) to the center of the white color band. Set control D2 to the white line.
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Figure 2-5. Modulator-Exciter Drawer (With Cavity Frequency Multiplier NUS 41524), Top View
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Figure 2-6. Modulator-Exciter Drawer (With Cavity Frequency Multiplier NUS 4152-5), Top View
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Figure 2-7. Modulator-Exciter Drawer, Left Side View
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e. Preset H2, I1, and J2 (figure 28, 29, or 210) in accordance with the preset schedule card. Preset controls E, F, G1
(figure 27) and HI, (figure 28, 29, or 210), to the local oscillator frequency. Preset controls I2, I3, and J1 to the modulatorexciter frequency. Preset control G2 (figure 27) to position 5 and J5 to midposition. Set EXCITER TUNING switch to
positions A through H in sequence, and in each position adjust controls A, B, C, D1, E, F, G1, G2, and Hi, respectively, for
a maximum indication on subpanel meter M1.
NOTE
Controls G1 and G2 are tuned with the EXCITER TUNING switch set to position G.
f. Repeat adjustment of controls A through D1 for switch positions A through D, respectively. Do not adjust control
D2.
g. Place EXCITER TUNING switch in position H. Adjust controls E, F, G1, G2, HI and H2 for a maximum indication
on the subpanel meter M1.
h. If meter indication obtained in step g is greater than 125, readjust control G2 to obtain an indication of 125.
Readjust controls G1 and H1 for maximum meter indication. If indication is again greater than 125, readjust H2 for
reading of 125. Then readjust G1 and H1 for peak. Repeat as required.
i. Set EXCITER TUNING switch to position I. Slightly adjust I2 for an indication on the meter. If no indication is
observed, try a slightly different setting of I3 and readjust 12.
When an indication is obtained, adjust 12 and 13 for a maximum indication.Adjust control J5 for a final meter indication of
100.
j. Set EXCITER TUNING switch to position J. Adjust control J1 for a maximum indication on the meter. Adjust
controls HI, I2, I3, J1 and J2 for a maximum indication. Adjust control J5 for a final meter indication of 80.
k. Perform the following to determine that the controls 12 and 13 are properly set:
1. Check that controls 12, 13, and J1 are set to within 50 mc of the modulator-exciter frequency by
momentarily disconnecting cable W14 while observing the meter reading for EXCITER TUNING switch S2 position J. The
meter reading should drop to zero.
2. If the meter reading does not drop to zero, controls 12 and 13 have been inadvertently tuned to the local
oscillator frequency. To correct this condition, set the EXCITER TUNING switch to position j, reset control II in accordance
with the preset schedule card, and set controls 12 and 13 as follows:
(a)If the local oscillator frequency is higher than the modulator-exciter frequency, set controls 12 and 13
slightly (10 to 20 mc) lower than their previous settings.
(b)If the local oscillator is lower than the modulator-exciter frequency, set controls I2 and I3 slightly (10 to 20
mc) higher than their previous settings.
3. Adjust controls 12 and 13 as described in step i and repeat steps j and k.
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Figure 2-8. Modulator-Exciter Drawer NUS 5954-6), Right Side View
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Figure 2-9. Modulator-Exciter Drawer NUS 5954-5), Right Side View
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Figure 2-10. Modulator-Exciter Drawer NUS 5954-11), Right Side View
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1. Connect frequency counter (through capacitive decoupler) to the OSC OUT jack on the modulator-exciter front
panel. If required, adjust OSC A control (figure 2-7) until counter indicates the crystal frequency i0. 0005 per cent.
2-16.PEAK-TUNING OF FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER. To peak-tune the frequency multiplier, proceed as follows:
a. Set L5 (figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10) to the 3/4 maximum position. Preset K2 and L2 (figure 2-11 or 2-12) in accordance
with the preset chart. If no information is available on the preset chart, the approximate preset setting in tables 2-2 and 2-3
may be used. Set K1 to the input (modulator-exciter) frequency, and L1 and L3 to the output (carrier) frequency. Place
meter switch S1 (2, figure 2-3) in CATH CURRENT K position.

TABLE 2-2. APPROXIMATE PRESET DATA FOR K2
Frequency
(input)
2200 mc
2300 mc
2400 mc
2500 mc

Preset
Number
5
7
8
9

TABLE 2-3. APPROXIMATE PRESET DATA FOR L2
Frequency
(input)
4400 mc
4600 mc
4800 mc
5000 mc

Preset
Number
9.5
6.5
3.5
0

b. Adjust K1 and K2 for a maximum indication on meter M1 (1). Adjust J1 and J2 in the modulator-exciter drawer
(figure 28, 29, or 210) for another maximum indication on the meter. Adjust L5 (figure 211 or 212) for an indication of 60
on the meter.
c. Set switch S1 (2, figure 23) to RF PWR L position. Adjust L1 (figure 211 or 212) slowly, and observe meter M1 (1,
figure 23) for any indication (may be slight). If no indication is observed, change the setting of L3, (figure 211 or 212)
slightly (5 or 10 mc) and adjust L1 again. Repeat, using a slightly different setting of L3 each time, until an indication is
obtained. When an indication is obtained, adjust L1 for a maximum indication.
d. Alternately adjust L3 and L4 for a maximum indication on meter M1 (1, figure 23). Readjust K1, K2, L1, L3, and
L4 for a maximum indication on the meter.
e. Place switch S1 (2) in CATH CURRENT K position and check that meter M1 (1) still indicates 60. If necessary,
readjust L5 (figure 211 or 212) to maintain an indication of 60 on the meter. Return switch S1 to RF PWR L position and
repeat step d. At the completion
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Figure 2-11. Frequency Multiplier Drawer (With Frequency Multiplier Cavity Assembly NUS 5314-1), Top View
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Figure 2-12. Frequency Multiplier Drawer (With Frequency Multiplier Cavity Assembly NUS 5314-3), Top View
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of step d, the meter indication should be within the yellow area of the meter. If not, repeat steps a through e.
NOTE
When the procedures of paragraphs 2-15 and 2-16 have been performed, the transmitter is peak-tuned
for maximum tube life. If additional output power is required, as may be the case in line-of-site
configurations, perform steps f through j.
f. Set EXCITER TUNING switch S2 (figure 25 or 26) on the modulator-exciter subpanel to RF PWR J position.
Adjust control J5 (figure 28, 29, or 210) in the modulato-rexciter drawer for an indication of 100 on subpanel meter M1
(figure 25 or 26).
g. Set EXCITER TUNING switch S1 to position H and readjust I2, I3, and J1 for maximum indication on subpanel
meter M1.
h. Readjust control J5 if required (step f); do not exceed a meter indication of 100.
i. Set meter switch S1 (2, figure 23) on the frequency multiplier drawer to CATH CURRENT K position. Adjust
control L5 (figure 211 or 212) for a frontpanel meter indication of 75.
j. Set meter switch S1 on frequency multiplier drawer to RF POWER L position. Readjust K1, L1, L3, and L4 for
maximum meter indication.
NOTE
The object in tuning frequency multiplier controls K1, K2, L1, L2, L3, L4, and L5, is to acheive a final RF
PWR L meter indication of 50, with a CATH CURRENT K indication not exceeding 75. This is the normal
procedure for obtaining 1 watt of rf power from the frequency multiplier drawer.
NOTE
Radar Designs Corp. directional couplers, used in current production frequency multiplier drawers, are
factory calibrated so that an RF PWR L meter indication of 50 corresponds to 1 watt 10%/o over the full
frequency band of 4.4 to 5.0 gc. Earlier units, supplied with M. C. Jones Electronics Co., Inc., or
Microwave Devices, Inc. directional couplers, will require calibration if accurate power indication is
required.
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2-17. BROADBAND VISUAL ALIGNMENT OF MODULATOR-EXCITER (FOR CABINET PAIRS USING RF
SWITCHOVER). Before performing a broadband visual alignment, the modulator-exciter and the frequency multiplier
drawers should be peak-tuned (paragraphs 2-15 and 2-16). To perform a broadband visual alignment of the modulatorexciter, proceed as follows (for cabinets A and B):
a. Apply a 1.25-volt rms, 4000-cps sine wave to jack J1 IN (figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10) of the 70-mc modulator, and to
the horizontal sweep terminals of the oscilloscope. (The frequency may be adjusted to eliminate any difficulties with a dual
oscilloscope trace.)
b. Set the oscilloscope vertical amplifier for dc operation and connect the vertical input directly (do not use probe) to
test point 70 mc (J4) (figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10). Check for the required waveshape as shown in figure 2-13 (waveshape A).
The 70-mc modulator is factory-adjusted and should not require alignment. However, if an acceptable waveshape is not
evident, adjust controls L15 and L16 on the 70-mc modulator (figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10) as required to obtain the flatness
and bandwidth shown in waveform A of figure 2-13.
NOTE
If the characteristics of waveform A cannot be obtained using controls L15 and L16, it may be necessary
to correct the alignment of the interstage network consisting of L10 and L12 (figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10).
c. Connect the vertical oscilloscope input to test point TP17 (figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10). Waveform B in figure 2-13
illustrates the required waveshape characteristics. Adjust controls 12 and 13 (figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10) for minimum
waveform tilt. If the bandpass is too narrow, increase the interstage coupling (I1, figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10) and readjust
controls I2 and I3 for minimum tilt. Repeat until the required characteristics are obtained.
d. Connect the vertical oscilloscope input to test point TP1 in the frequency multiplier drawer (figure 2-11 or 2-12).
Waveform C of figure 2-13 illustrates the required waveshape characteristics. Adjust control J1 (figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10)
for minimum tilt. If the band-pass is too narrow, increase the output coupling with control J2 (figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10) in
small increments, readjusting J1 for each incremental setting of J2.
e. Set MONITOR switch S1 (figure 2-5 or 2-6) to METER TRANSFER position. Set EXCITER TUNING switch S2 to
RF PWR position. Adjust control J5 (figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10) for a meter indication of 80. Remove the audio oscillator input
to J1 IN while checking the meter indication.
NOTE
If adjustment of control J5 is required, allow meter reading to stabilize and repeat steps c and d.
f. Perform the broadband alignment of the frequency multiplier, paragraph 2-19.
2-18. BROADBAND VISUAL ALIGNMENT OF MODULATOR-EXCITER (FOR CABINET PAIRS USING
MODULATOR SWITCHOVER). To perform a broadband visual alignment of the modulator-exciter, proceed as follows (for
cabinets A and B):
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a. Remove the cable connected to the 70 MC OUT jack (figure 23), and connect a frequency counter with a
frequency converter (Hewlett-Packard Model 525A) to the jack. Tune the counter to 70 mc. Remove the cable connected
to jack J1 IN (figure 28, 29, or 210).
b. Set AFC ON/OFF switch S1 (figure 28, 29, or 210) to OFF position. AdjustOSC coil (figure 211 or 212) for
indication of 70 mc i5 kc on frequency counter. Set AFC ON/OFF switch to ON position. Adjust DISCRSEC coil (figure 28,
29, or 210) for indication of 70 mc *5 kc on frequency counter, if necessary. (Solid state AFC NUS 6973, which may be
used, has a crystal oscillator reference and requires no adjustment.) Remove counter and converter, and reconnect cable
to 70 MC OUT jack.
c. Peak-tune the modulator-exciter as described in paragraph 215 and the frequency multiplier as described in
paragraph 216.
d. Repeat steps a through c for the modulator-exciter and frequency multiplier in the other cabinet.
e. Connect an audio oscillator to jack J1 IN (figure 211 or 212) of the 70 mc modulator in both cabinets, and to the
horizontal sweep input of the oscilloscope. Set the audio oscillator frequency to 4 kc and the output voltage to 1.25 volts
rms.
f. Depress MANUAL SELECT and MOD A SELECT switches on the front panel of the modulator switchover and
power divider drawer (figure 28, 29, or 210).
g. Connect the channel A vertical input of the oscilloscope to 70 mc (J4) test point (figure 28, 29, or 210) on the
mixer-amplifier in cabinet A, and connect the channel B vertical input to 70 mc (J4) test point on mixer-amplifier in cabinet
B. Adjust the audio oscillator frequency for proper phasing of the oscilloscope display and readjust the output voltage to
1.25 volts rms.
h. Observe the oscilloscope displays. Waveform A of figure 213 is the required waveshape.
i. Depress the MOD B SELECT switch on the modulator switchover and power divider drawer and observe the
oscilloscope displays. The oscilloscope displays should be similar to those observed before switching. If the displays
conform to the proper waveshape and the switching of modulators does not appreciably change the waveshape, omit
steps j through v and proceed to step w.
i. Depress MOD A SELECT switch on the front panel of the modulator switchover and power divider drawer.
Connect the channel A vertical input of the oscilloscope to AMPL LEV test point (figure 28, 29, or 210) on the 70 mc
modulator in cabinet A.
k. Adjust L10 and L12 on the 70mc modulator in cabinet A for the best oscilloscope display obtainable that conforms
to waveform E in figure 213. (Adjust for maximum amplitude with oscilloscope in DC low gain position. Then switch to AC
high gain position for fine adjustment. ) 1. Connect the channel A vertical input of the oscilloscope to IN LEV test point
(figure 28, 29, or 210) on the 70mc amplifier in cabinet A, and connect the channel B vertical input to the IN LEV test point
on the 70mc amplifier in cabinet B.
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NOTE: Percentages shown indicate percent of total distance from top of waveform to baseline, with
oscilloscope set up for dc amplification.
To establish location of baseline:
Waveforms A, B, C, and F:

Remove vertical input to oscilloscope.

Waveforms D and E:

Remove connector from 70-mc modulator output jack J4.

WAVEFORM C SAMPLE CALCULATION
With oscilloscope set up for dc amplification, establish baseline by removing vertical input to oscilloscope. Adjust vertical
positioning control, for a given vertical attenuator setting, until baseline coincides with lower grid line on oscilloscope
display. Restore vertical input to oscilloscope, and adjust vertical gain control until peak of waveform coincides with upper
grid line. The entire wave height is now 20 small divisions. The 10% waveform droop limit is 10% of 20 divisions, or 2
divisions. Presentation 1 below shows this waveform limit as seen on oscilloscope.
To expand the presentation for a more accurate check, increase oscilloscope sensitivity by a factor of ten with vertical
attenuator control. Adjust vertical positioning control so that top of waveform is again coincident with upper grid line.
Although baseline cannot be seen, the total distance from top of waveform to baseline is now 200 divisions. The allowable
10% droop in response is 10% of 200 divisions, or 20 divisions, which cover oscilloscope grid as shown below.
Presentation 2 is the limiting waveform as seen on oscilloscope.

Figure 2-13. Broadband Visual
Alignment Waveforms
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m. Adjust L15 and L16 on the 70-mc modulator in cabinet A, and adjust L1 on the 70-mc amplifier in both cabinets to
obtain the best oscilloscope display that conforms to waveform F in figure 2-13. Adjust L1 on both 70-mc amplifiers to
obtain identical waveforms on the channel A and channel B oscilloscope displays. If the specifications of waveform F are
not met, change the setting of both L1 controls and readjust L15 and L16.
n. Connect the Channel A vertical input of the oscilloscope to 70 mc (J4) test point (figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10) oil the
mixer-amplifier in cabinet A, and connect the channel B vertical input to 70 mc (J4) test point on the mixer-amplifier in
cabinet B. Set switch S3 (4, figure 2-3) to OFF position.
o. Remove the covers from the 70-mc input housing on both mixer-amplifiers. Unscrew the cap from the shaft of L3.
Position the slug in L3 so that the end of the slug protrudes approximately 1/16 inch from the ceramic form. Replace caps
and covers.
p. Adjust L3 and L4 (figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10) on the 70-mc amplifier in cabinet A, and adjust L3 on the mixer-amplifier
in cabinet A to obtain the best oscilloscope display that conforms to waveform A in figure 2-13. Repeat this step for
cabinet B.
q. Depress MOD B SELECT switch on the front panel of the modulator switchover and power divider drawer.
Connect the channel B vertical input of the oscilloscope to AMPL LEV test point (figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10) on the 70-mc
modulator in cabinet B. Adjust L10 and L12 to obtain the best waveform obtainable that conforms to waveform E in figure
2-13.
r. Connect the channel A and channel B vertical inputs of the oscilloscope to the IN LEV test jack (figure 2-8, 2-9, or
2-10) on the 70-mc amplifier in cabinet A and cabinet B, respectively. Adjust L15 and L16 on the 70-mc modulator in
cabinet B for a waveform that conforms to waveform F in figure 2-13.
s. Depress MOD A SELECT switch (3, figure 3-1) op the front panel of the modulator switchover and power divider
drawer. The channel B oscilloscope display should be similar to the display obtained in step o. If the waveforms or the
meter indications differ greatly, it is necessary to repeat steps h through s.
t. Place switch S3 (4, figure 2-3) on both cabinets in 70 MC LEVEL position. Meter M2 (3) on both cabinets should
indicate between 40 and 60. Depress MOD B SELECT switch (4, figure 3-1). Both meters should again indicate between
40 and 60.
u. Connect the channel A and channel B vertical inputs to TP16 (figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10) on the mixer-amplifier in
cabinet A and cabinet B, respectively. Observe the oscilloscope displays. Depress the MOD A SELECT switch. The
oscilloscope displays should be similar to those observed just before switching. If they differ greatly, it is necessary to
repeat steps h through u.
v. Recheck the indication of meter M2 (3, figure 2-3) on both cabinets for the 70 MC LEVEL position of switch S3 (4).
The meters should indicate between 40 and 60. If they do not, repeat the entire alignment procedure.
w. Depress the AUTOMATIC SELECT switch (6, figure 3-1) and the MOD A SELECT switch on the front panel of the
modulator switchover and power divider drawer. Remove the cable from the 70 MC OUT jack on cabinet A. The
switchover unit should indicate an automatic switch to modulator B. Replace the cable. The switchover unit should
indicate an automatic switch back to modulator A.
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x. Depress the MOD B SELECT switch. Repeat step w for cabinet B.
y. Depress the MOD A SELECT switch. The A modulator should normally be used.
z. Perform the instructions given in steps c through e of paragraph 2-17.
2-19. BROADBAND VISUAL ALIGNMENT OF FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER. It is assumed that the modulator-exciter has
been broadband-aligned, the waveshape obtained at TPl(figure 2-11 or 2-12) is as shown in waveform C of figure 2-13,
and the reading on the modulatorexciter subpanel meter M1 (figure 2-5 or 2-6) with switch S2 set to RF PWR is 80. The
frequency multiplier should be peak-tuned in accordance with paragraph 2-16. The rf output of the frequency multiplier
being aligned must be terminated in its operating load. If rf switchover is being used, the rf switchover and power divider
drawer should be switched so that the frequency multiplier being aligned feeds the power divider and not the dummy load.
Perform the broadband visual alignment of the frequency multiplier as follows:
a. Apply a 1.25-volt rms, 4000-cps sine wave to jack J1 IN (figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10) of the 70-mc modulator, and to
the horizontal sweep terminals of the oscilloscope. (The frequency may be adjusted to eliminate any difficulties with the
oscilloscope trace.)
b. Adjust controls K1 and K2 (figure 2-11 or 2-12) for maximum waveform amplitude as viewed at TP1. If distortion
or tilting results from this adjustment, correct by readjusting controls J1 and J2 (figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10) in the modulatorexciter drawer while maintaining an RF PWR reading of 80 on modulator-exciter subpanel meter M1.
c. Remove the BNC connector from the crystal detector mounted on the MONITOR 1 port of directional coupler DC1
in the frequency multiplier drawer. Connect the vertical oscilloscope input to the crystal detector.
d. Waveform D of figure 2-13 illustrates the required waveshape characteristics. Note that the oscilloscope display is
inverted as compared to the display obtained at TP1.
e. Adjust L1 (figure 2-11 or 2-12) for minimum tilt. Adjust L3 and L4 for a flattopped response. If the bandpass is flat
but too narrow, rotate L2 slightly in a counterclockwise direction and readjust L1, L3, and L4 for the flattest response.
f. If adequate bandwidth is not obtained, recheck the waveform at TP1 and repeat step e.
g. Upon completion of the alignment procedure, check that meter M1 (1, figure 2-3) indicates within the yellow area
when switch S1 (2) is in RF POWER position and the sine wave input is removed. Rotate switch S1 to CATH K
CURRENT position and check for an indication of 60 on the meter.
h. If readjustment of L5 (figure 2-10 or 2-11) is required to maintain meter reading, repeat steps e through g.
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NOTE
When the procedures of paragraphs 2-17 through 2-19 have been
performed, the transmitter is broadband-tuned with the tube currents
adjusted for a compromise between maximum tube life and maximum
power output. This alignment is sufficient for rf switchover configurations. In
modulator switchover configurations, it may be advantageous to operate the
transmitter pairs at the full power capability under certain circumstances. If
full power is required, continue with step i; otherwise, proceed to step n.
i. Set EXCITER TUNING switch S2 (figure 2-5 or 2-6) on modulator-exciter subpanel to RF PWR J position. Adjust
control J5 (figure 2-8, 2-9, or 2-10) to increase the subpanel meter indication from 80 to 100.
j. Repeat steps a, c, d, and e of paragraphs 2-17, using 100 for the proper meter indication in step e.
k. Set meter switch S1 (2, figure 2-3) on the frequency multiplier drawer to CATH CURRENT K position and turn off
audio oscillator. Adjust control L5 (figure 2-11 or 2-12) to increase the meter indication from 60 to 75.
l. Repeat steps a through h, using 100 for the proper meter indication in step b and 75 for the proper meter
indication in step g.
m. Set meter switch S1 (2, figure 2-3) on the frequency multiplier drawer to RF POWER L position and note meter
indication. The Radar Designs Corp. directional couplers, used in current production units, are calibrated over the band of
4400 to 5000 mc to produce a 45 to 55 meter indication for 1 watt of rf output power. Earlier units, supplied with M.C.
Jones Electronics Co., Inc., or Microwave Devices, Inc. directional couplers, may require calibration if accurate power
output levels are required.
n. Remove audio oscillator and restore all cabling to normal. Check that the AUTOMATIC SELECT and MOD (or
XMTR) A SELECT indicators are lit. Depress the appropriate switches, if required.
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Table 2-4. Transmitter Frequencies
Modulator
Carrier
Frequency

Local
Exciter
Frequency

Modulator
Oscillator
Frequency

Local
Crystal
Frequency

Carrier
Frequency

Exciter
Frequency

Oscillator
Frequency

Crystal
Frequency

4400
4405
4410
4415
4420
4425
4430
4435
4440
4445
4450
4455
4460
4465
4470
4475
4480
4485
4490
4495
4500
4505
4510
4515
4520
4525
4530
4535
4540
4545
4550
4555
4560
4565
4570
4575
4580
4585
4590
4595

2200
2202.5
2205
2207.5
2210
2212.5
2215
2217.5
2220
222.5
2225
2227.5
2230
2232.5
2235
2237.5
2240
2242.5
2245
2247.5
2250
2252.5
2255
2257.5
2260
2262.5
2265
2267.5
2270
2272.5
2275
2277.5
2280
2282.5
2285
2287.5
2290
2292.5
2295
297.5

2270
2272.5
2275
2277.5
2280
2282.5
2285
2287.5
2290
2292.5
2295
2297.5
2300
2302.5
2305
2307.5
2310
2312.5
2315
2317.5
2320
2322.5
2325
2327.5
2380
2332.5
2335
2337.5
2340
2342.5
2345
2347.5
2350
2352.5
2355
2357.5
2360
2362.5
2365
2367.5

47.29167
47.34375
47.39583
47.44792
47.50000
47.55208
47.60417
47.65625
47.70833
47.76042
47.81250
47.86458
47.91667
47.96875
48.02083
48.07292
48.12500
48.17708
48.22917
48.28125
48.33333
48.38542
48.43750
48.48958
48.54167
48.59375
48.64583
48.69792
48.75000
48.80208
48.85417
48.90625
48.95833
49.01042
49.06250
49.11458
49.16667
49.21875
49.27083
49.32292

4600
4605
4610
4615
4620
4625
4630
4635
4640
4645
4650
4655
4660
4665
4670
4675
4680
4685
4690
4695
4700
4705
4710
4715
4720
4725
4730
4735
4740
4745
4750
4755
4760
4765
4770
4775
4780
4785
4790
4795

2300
2302.5
2305
2307.5
2310
2312.5
2315
2317.5
2320
2322.5
2325
2327.5
2330
2332.5
2335
2337.5
2340
2342.5
2345
2347.5
2350
2352.5
2355
2357.5
2360
2362.5
2365
2367.5
2370
2372.5
2375
2377.5
2380
2382.5
2385
2387.5
2390
2392.5
2395
2397.5

2370
2372.5
2375
2377.5
2380
2382.5
2385
2387.5
2390
2392.5
2395
2397.5
2400
2402.5
2405
2407.5
2410
2412.5
2415
2417.5
2280
2282.5
2285
2287.5
2290
2292.5
2295
2297.5
2300
2302.5
2305
2307.5
2310
2312.5
2315
2317.5
2320
2322.5
2325
2327.5

49.37500
49.42708
49.47917
49.53125
49.58333
49.63542
49.68750
49.73958
49.79167
49.84375
49.89583
49.94792
50.00000
50.05208
50.10417
50.15625
50.20833
50.26042
50.31250
50.36458
47.50000
47.55208
47.60417
47.65625
47.70833
47.76042
47.81250
47.86458
47.91667
47.96875
48.02083
48.07292
48.12500
48.17708
48.22917
48.28125
48.33333
48.38542
48.43750
48.48958
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Table 2-4. Transmitter Frequencies (Continued)

TABLE 2-4. TRANSMITTER FREQUENCIES (Continued)
Modulator
Carrier
Frequency

Local
Exciter
Frequency

Modulator
Oscillator
Frequency

Local
Crystal
Frequency

4800
4805
4810
4815
4820
4825
4830
4835
4840
4845
4850
4855
4860
4865
4870
4875
4880
4885
4890
4895
4900

2400
2402.5
2405
2407.5
2410
2412.5
2415
2417.5
2420
2422.5
2425
2427.5
2430
2432.5
2435
2437.5
2440
2442.5
2445
2447.5
2450

2330
2332.5
2335
2337.5
2340
2342.5
2345
2347.5
2350
2352.5
2355
2357.5
2360
2362.5
2365
2367.5
2370
2372.5
2375
2377.5
2380

48.54167
48.59375
48.64583
48.69792
48.75000
48.80208
48.85417
48.90625
48.95833
49.01042
49.06250
49.11458
49.16667
49.21875
49.27083
49.32292
49.37500
49.42708
49.47917
49.53125
49.58833

Carrier
Frequency

Exciter
Frequency

Oscillator
Frequency

Crystal
Frequency

4905
4910
4915
4920
4925
4930
4935
4940
4945
4950
4955
4960
4965
4970
4975
4980
4985
4990
4995
5000

2452.5
2455
2457.5
2460
2462.5
2465
2467.5
2470
2472.5
2475
2477.5
2480
2482.5
2485
2487.5
2490
2492.5
2495
2497.5
2500

2382.5
2385
2387.5
2390
2392.5
2395
2397.5
2400
2402.5
2405
2407.5
2410
2412.5
2415
2417.5
2420
2422.5
2425
2427.5
2430

49.63542
49.68750
49.73958
49.79167
49.84375
49.89583
49.94792
50.00000
50.05208
50.10417
50.15625
50.20833
50.26042
50.31250
50.36458
50.41667
50.46875
50.52083
50.57292
50.62500
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3-1. GENERAL.
3-2. This section describes operating procedures for the transmitter. These procedures
are confined to equipment turn-on and equipment turn-off instructions. In addition, a table of
controls, indicators, test points, and their functions is given.
3-3. CONTROLS, INDICATORS, AND JACKS.
3-4. The controls, indicators, and jacks located on the front panels of the drawers and on subpanels within the drawers are illustrated in figures 2-3 through 2-12, and 3-1 through 3-3. Each
item is listed along with its function in table 3-1.
3-5. EQUIPMENT TURN-ON.
3-6. To turn on the transmitter, place circuit breaker CB1 on the power distribution panel
(figure 2-3) to ON, and then place circuit breaker CB1 on the transmitter power supply (7,
figure 2-3) to ON.
NOTE
NORMAL/STANDBY switches S1 and S2 (2 and 1, figure 2-4) should
be in NORMAL position. STANDBY position is used for servicing.
3-7. EQUIPMENT TURN-OFF.
3-8. For partial turn-off (standby), operate NORMAL/STANDBY switches S1 and S2 (2 and 1, figure 2-4) on the
transmitter power supply drawer to the STANDBY position. This action turns off the 800-volt dc supply (S1) and the
166/150-volt dc supply (S2). For complete shutdown, place circuit breaker CB1 on the power distribution panel (5, figure
2-3) to OFF, and then place circuit breaker CB1 on the transmitter power supply (figure 2-3) to OFF.
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Figure 3-1. Modulator switchover and Power Divider Drawer
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Figure 3-2. RF Switchover and Power Divider Drawer
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Figure 3-3. Voltage Regulator drawer
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Table 3-1. CONTROLS, INDICATORS, AND JACKS
Panel
Marking

Circuit
Designation

Type

Figure
Reference

Function

MODULATOR SWITCHOVER AND POWER DIVIDER DRAWER
XMTR A (MOD
A) IN

J10

Jack

2, Figure 3-1

Receives 70-me signal from 70-mc
modulator in cabinet A.

XMTR A (MOD
A) OUT

J2

Jack

1, Figure 3-1

Supplies 70-me signal to 70-mec amplifier
in cabinet A.

XMTR B (MOD
B) IN

J11

Jack

11, Figure 3-1

Receives 70-me signal from 70-mc
modulatorcabinet B.

XMTR B (MOD
B) OUT

J3

Jack

10, Figure 3-1

Supplies 70-mc signal to 70-mc amplifier
in cabinet B.

3/4A SLO BLO
SWITCH FUSE

F1

Blown Fuse
Indicator

9, Figure 3-1

Lights to indicate blown fuse in 117
vac line.

MOD A IN USE

DS3 and DS4

Indicator
Lamps

8, Figure 3-1

Light to indicate that input from cabinet
A is being used.

MOD B IN USE

DS5 and DS6

Indicator
Lamps

7, Figure 3-1

Light to indicate that input from cabinet
B is being used.

AUTOMATIC
SELECT

DS7 and D78

Indicator
Lamps

6, Figure 3-1

Light to indicate that unit is in automatic
selection mode.

MANUAL SELECT

D69 and DS10

Indicator
Lamps

5, Figure 3-1

Light to indicate that unit is in manual
selection mode.

MOD A SELECT

DS11 and DS12

Indicator
Lamps

3, Figure 3-1

Light to indicate that cabinet A has
been selected manually.

MOD B SELECT

D6S13 and D614

Indicator
Lamps

4, Figure 3-1

Light to indicate that cabinet B has
been selected manually.

RF SWITCHOVER AND POWER DIVIDER DRAWER
3/4 A SLO BLO
SWITCH FUSE

F1

Blown Fuse
Indicator

7, Figure 3-2

Lights to indicate blown fuse in 117
vac line.

XMTR A IN
USE

DS2 and DS3

Indicator
Lamps

6, Figure3-2

Light to indicate that input from cabinet
A is being used.

XMTR B IN
USE

DS4 and DS5

Indicator
Lamps

5, Figure 3-2

Light to indicate that input from cabinet
B is being used.

AUTO SELECT

DS6 and DS7

Indicator
Lamps

3, Figure 3-2

Light to indicate unit s in automatic
selection mode.

MANUAL SELECT

DS8 and DS9

Indicator
Lamps

4, Figure 3-2

Light to indicate that unit is in manual
selection mode.

XMTR A SELECT

DS10 and DS11

Indicator
Lamps

1, Figure 3-2

Light to indicate that cabinet A has
been selected manually.

XMTR B SELECT

DS12 and 13
Lamps

Indicator

2, Figure 3-2

Light to indicate that cabinet B has
been selected manually.
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Table 3-1. CONTROLS, INDICATORS, AND JACKS (Continued)
Panel
Marking

Circuit
Designation

Figure
Reference

Type

Function

FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER
--

M1

Meter

1, Figure 2-3

Monitors selected points in conjunction
with switch S2 and TEST LEAD (-CRD)
test point.

RF INPUT

J4

Jack

Figure 2-3
exciter.

Receives rf output from modulator-

--

S2

Switch

2, Figure 2-3

Selects inputs to meter M1.

INTERLOCK
COOLING FAILURE

DS9 and DS10

Indicator
Lamps

Figure 2-3

Light to indicate interlock cooling
failure.

POWER OUTPUT
FAILURE

DS7 and DS8

Indicator
Lamps

Figure 2-3

Light to indicate power output failure.

MODULATOR - EXCITER
--

M1

Meter

1, Figure 2-5
or 2-6

Monitors selected points in conjunction
with switches S1 and S2, and TEST
LEAD (-GRD) test point.

MONITOR

S1

Switch

Figure 2-5
or 2-6

Selects input to meter M1.

EXCITER TUNER

S2

Switch

Figure 2-5
or 2-6

Selects inputs to meter M1 in conjunction
with switch S1.

--

M2

Meter

3, Figure 2-3
with switch S3.

Monitors selected points in conjunction

--

S3

Switch

4, Figure 2-3

Selects inputs to meter M2.

XTAL MOD IN

J3

Jack

Figure 2-3

Not used

OSC OUT

J4

Jack

Figure 2-3

Interconnects oscillator-multipliers
of cabinets A and B for frequency locking
when modulator switchover and
power divider is used.

BASEBAND IN

J1

Jack

Figure 2-3

Receives baseband signal from central
equipment cabinet.

70 MC IN

J5

Jack

Figure 2-3

Receives 70-mc signal from modulator
switchover and power divider.

70 MC OUT

J6

Jack

Figure 2-3

Supplies 70-me signal to modulator
switchover and power divider.

RF OUTPUT

J2

Jack

Figure 2-3

Supplies rf signal to frequency multipler
drawer.

OC OVEN ON

DS1 and DS2

Indicator
Lamps

Figure 2-3

Lights to indicate that the oven for the
crystal in the oscillator-multiplier is on.

MOD OVEN ON

DS3 and DS4

Indicator
Lamps

Figure 2-3

Not used.

INTERLOCK
COOLING FAILURE

DS7 and DS8

Indicator
Lamps

Figure 2-3

Light to indicate interlock cooling failure.
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Table 3-1. CONTROLS, INDICATORS, AND JACKS (Continued
Panel
Marking

Circuit
Designation

Type

Figure
Reference

MODULATOR-EXCITER (Continued)
Indicator
Figure 2-3
Lamps

Function

MODULATION
FAILURE

DS11 and DS12

LOCK ALARM

DS13 and DS14

Indicator
Lamps

POWER OUTPUT
FAILURE

DS9 andDS10

Indicator
Figure 2-3
Lamps
POWER DISTRIBUTION PANEL

Light to indicate power output failure.

--

CB1

Circuit
Breaker

5, Figure 2-3

Distributes 117 vac primary power.

POWER ON

DS1

Indicator
Lamp

Figure 2-3

Light to indicate 117 vac primary
power is present.

24 VAC
2A SLO BLO

F4

Blown Fuse
Indicator

Figure 2-3

Lights to indicate blown fuse in 24 vac
line.

MODULATOR
EXCITER 2A
SLO BLO

F3

Blown Fuse
Indicator

Figure 2-3

Lights to indicate blown fuse in blower
line.

FREQUENCY
MULTIPLIER
l/2A SLO BLO

F2

Blown Fuse
Indicator

Figure 2-3

Lights to indicator blown fuse in blower
line.

POWER DISTRIBUTION
3/8A SLO BLO

F1

Blown Fuse
Indicator

Figure 2-3

Lights to indicate blown fuse in fan
line.

Figure 2-3

Light to indicate modulation failure.

Light to indicate frequency lock failure
when modulator switchover and
power driver drawer is used.

BLOWER AND
FAN FUSES -

TRANSMITTER POWER SUPPLY
ON OFF

CB1

Circuit
Breaker

Figure 2-3

tributes power to filament transformers
and to dc power supply.

POWER ON

DS1

Indicator
Lamp

Figure 2-3

Lights to indicate 117 vac power is
present.

NORMAL/
STANDBY

S2

Switch

1, Figure 2-4

Applies 117 vac power to 150 and
vdc power supply.

NORMAL/
STANDBY

S1

Switch

2, Figure 2-4

Apples 117 vac power to 800 vdc
power supply

15VDC

DS5

Blown Fuse
Indicator

Figure 2-4

Lights to indicate blown fuse in 150
vdc line.

166VDC

DS4

Blown Fuse
Indicator

Figure 2-4

Lights to indicate blown fuse in 166
vdc line.

166V PRI

DS2

Blown Fuse
Indicator

Figure 2-4

Lights to indicate blown fuse n primary
of transformer for 150 and 166 vdc
power supply.

800V PRI

DS3

Blown Fuse
Indicator

Figure 2-4

Lights to indicate blown fuse in primary
of transformer for 800 vdc power
supply.
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Table 3-1. CONTROLS, INDICATORS, AND JACKS (Continued)
Panel
Marking

Circuit
Designation

Figure
Reference

Type

Function

TRANSMITTER POWER SUPPLY
800VDC

DS6

Blown Fuse
Indicator

Figure 2-4

Lights to indicate blown fuse in
800 vdc line.

VOLTAGE REGULATOR
LINE VOLTAGE

M1

Meter

Figure 2-3

Monitors unregulated input line
voltage and regulated output
voltage in conjunction with
OUTPUT INPUT switch S1.

OUTPUT NPUT

S1

Switch

Figure 2-3

Selects input to meter M1.

REGULATOR
FUSE 2A SLO
BLO

F1

Blown Fuse
Indicator

Figure 2-3

Lights to indicate blown fuse in
input ac line.

VOLTAGE
ADJUST

R1

Potentiometer

Figure 3-3

Setting determines level of
regulated ac output

OV V ADJ

R4

Potentiometer

Figure 3-3

Setting determines overvoltage
cutoff point.

B ADJ

R6

Potentiometer

Figure 3-3

Setting determines range (about
the value established by setting
of R) within which the regulated
output voltage will fluctuate.
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SECTION IV.
THEORY OF OPERATION
4-1. GENERAL.
4-2. This section discusses the inter-relationship of the modules in the transmitter on a block diagram level. (The
electrical theory of the modules is discussed in the individual handbooks for the modules). The electrical theory of the
frequency multiplier drawer and the modulator exciter drawers is provided since these drawers are not discussed in
individual handbooks. To more fully understand the operation of the transmitter, a brief discussion of the overall function
of the transmitter and its system tie-in is discussed first.
4-3. SYSTEM TIE-IN.
4-4. The central equipment cabinet supplies the baseband input to the transmitter. For multiple channel operation, the
baseband input consists of 24, 36, 48, 60, or 120 frequency multiplexed voice channels with a maximum of 16 teletype
channels per voice channel, an order wire signal, and a 4-kc pilot tone, For single channel operation, the baseband input
contains the order wire and pilot tone signals only. In addition, a push-button actuated 1600-cps ringing tone is included in
both baseband inputs to signal an operator at the other site in the link for voice (order wire) communication. The central
equipment cabinet uses the 4-kc pilot tone to monitor the transmitter in multiple channel operation. The baseband input is
used to frequency modulate a sub-carrier which is mixed with a high-frequency carrier for transmission.
4-5. At sites that do not use power amplifiers, the high-frequency carrier of each cabinet is applied through a waveguide
run to the antenna. At sites that use power amplifiers, the high frequency carrier is applied through a coaxial cable to the
power amplifier. The power amplifier supplies its output to the antenna.
4-6. OPERATION USING MODULATOR SWITCHOVER. (See figure 4-1.)
4-7. POWER CIRCUITS.
4-8. The primary unregulated 117-volt, 60-cps, single-phase power is supplied by an external generator to the power
distribution panel. This power is routed to the voltage regulator and then to the transmitter power supply which generates
ac and dc voltages required by the modules. These voltages are routed back to the power distribution panel for
distribution. In addition, two dc power supplies located on the power distribution panel generate +15 vdc and -30 vdc for
distribution to the proper modules.
4-9. MODULATION CIRCUITS.
4-10. The baseband input is amplified by the baseband amplifier in each cabinet and applied to a pre-emphasis network.
The pre-emphasis network provides shaping of the baseband input proportional to frequency. This improves the signal-tonoise ratio. The output of the preempahsis network is applied to the 70-mc modulator where it frequency-modulates a 70mc, sub carrier.
NOTE
The baseband amplifier and pre-emphasis network are replaced by a low-pass filter in single-channel
transmitters.
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4-11. The 70-mc sub-carrier is frequency-stabilized by the control action of the 70-mc AFC module. In addition, the 70-mc
AFC module detects the baseband signal from its sample input for 4-kc pilot tone monitoring by the central equipment
cabinet. The frequency-modulated 70-mc sub-carrier is applied from the 70-mc modulator in each cabinet to the
modulator switchover and power divider in cabinet B.
4-12. MODULATOR SWITCHOVER AND POWER DIVIDER DRAWER
4-13. The outputs of both 70-mc modulators are applied to the modulator switchover and power divider drawer. The
drawer divides the power of one of its inputs and supplies two equal outputs. The other input is fed to a dummy load.
4-14. Initially, the input that is used to supply the two outputs is selected manually. If this selected input fails, the unit
automatically switches to the other input, maintaining operation, and causes an alarm indication to appear in the central
equipment cabinet. Separate outputs are supplied by the modulator switchover and power divider to the 70-mc amplifier in
each transmitter cabinet.
4-15. MIXER CIRCUITS.
4-16. INPUTS. After amplification by the 70-mc amplifier, the frequency-modulated, 70-mc sub-carrier is applied to a
mixer-amplifier. The other input to the mixer-amplifier is a high-frequency local oscillator signal carrier in the 2270to 2430mc range.
4-17. OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT. A crystal-controlled oscillator generates the fundamental component of the highfrequency input to the mixer-amplifier. The crystal is temperature controlled by a crystal oven. The crystal is replaceable
to enable the oscillator to provide a fundamental frequency in the 47to 51-mc range.
4-18. MULTIPLIER CIRCUITS. The oscillator is combined with a multiplier to form the oscillator-multiplier module. The
multiplier increases the oscillator frequency by a factor of three. The 141to 153-mc output of the oscillator-multiplier is
further increased in frequency by the cavity frequency multiplier module. This module multiplies the 141to 153-mc signal
by a factor of sixteen to provide the 2270to 2430-mc signal. The output of the cavity frequency multiplier is applied through
a directional coupler (to provide a monitoring facility) to the mixeramplifier.
4-19. OUTPUT. The frequency-modulated 70-mc sub-carrier and the 2270to 2430-mc high frequency carrier are mixed
and amplified by the mixer-amplifier module. This module is adjusted to supply either a sum or difference frequency
output in the 2200to 2500-mc range.
The resultant output carrier of the mixer-amplifier in each cabinet is fed through a directional coupler (to provide a
monitoring facility) to a frequency multiplier cavity assembly. An isolator is inserted between the mixer-amplifier and the
directional coupler to prevent mismatch.
4-20. FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER.
4-21. The high-frequency carrier (in the 2200to 2500-mc range) in each cabinet is applied to the frequency multiplier
cavity assembly for frequency doubling. The resultant 4400to 5000mc output is filtered to remove spurious signal and
applied to a directional coupler which provides a monitoring facility. The output of the directional coupler in each cabinet is
fed through a waveguide run to a separate antenna.
4-22. OPERATION USING RF SWITCHOVER (See figure 4-2.)
4-23. The basic operation of the transmitter for multiple-channel operation using rf switchover 4-2
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is similar to the operation using modulator switchover (paragraph 4-6). When rf switchover is used, the output of the 70mec modulator is applied directly to the mixer-amplifier. The modulator switchover and power divider drawer and the 70mec amplifier module are not used. The oscillator frequencies of the two oscillator-multiplier modules are not locked.
4-24. The output from the directional coupler in the frequency multiplier drawer of each cabinet is applied to the rf
switchover and power divider drawer in cabinet B. This unit operates in the same manner as the modulator switchover
and power divider drawer (paragraph 4-12). The outputs are fed through coaxial cables to separate 1-kw power amplifiers,
and each output is transmitted by a separate antenna.
4-25. ELECTRICAL THEORY.
4-26. FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER DRAWER. (See figure 4-3.)
4-27. The rf input from the modulator-exciter is frequency-doubled by the frequency multiplier cavity assembly, filtered of
spurious signals by the bandpass filter, and routed through directional coupler DC1 to provide the rf output for
transmission. Samples of the rf output power and of the reflected rf power are provided by directional coupler DC1 to
switch S2 for monitoring by meter MI. The cathode current level of the tube in the frequency multiplier cavity assembly
module, and the 150and 800-vdc supply voltages are also monitored by the meter via the switch. The meter can be used
to monitor all test points in the drawer by jumping a connecting lead between the test point and jack J5 (TEST LEAD[]GRD ).
4-28. If the rf power output level falls below a prescribed level, relay K3 de-energizes causing relay K1 to de-energize and
thus provide an alarm indication at the central equipment cabinet and light POWER OUTPUT FAILURE lamps DS7 and
DS8 on the drawer front panel. Cooling protection is provided by relay K2 which opens the interlock circuit when it deengerizes. If the tube in the frequency multiplier cavity assembly overheats, a thermal switch opens causing relay K2 to
de-energize and INTERLOCK COOLING FAILURE lamps DS9 and DS10 to light. Blower B1 circulates cooling air.
4-29. Step-down transformer T1 provides heater current for the multiplier module. All supply voltages and the interlock
connection are supplied through jack J8. The rf input is applied at jack J4, and the output of the drawer is supplied at the
RF POWER OUTPUT jack.
4-30. MODULATOR-EXCITER DRAWER. (See figures 4-4 through 4-9.) 4-31. The modules on the modulator-exciter
drawer (as illustrated in figure 4-1) are explained in the block diagram discussions. Directional coupler DC1 provides
monitoring of the local oscillator, and directional coupler DC2 provides monitoring of the rf power output of the drawer and
the reflected rf power. Switches S1 and S2 operate in conjunction with meter M1 whereas switch S3 operates in
conjunction with meter M2 to monitor selected points as shown in figure 4-3. Power, alarm, monitoring, and interlock
connections are made through jacks J25 and J26. Blower B1 is provided to circulate cooling air.
4-32. A plug-in module (relay panel) provides internal alarm indications. In normal operation, relays K1 through K4 are
energized. If the rf power output falls below a prescribed level, relay K1 de-energizes causing relay K2 to de-energize.
Contacts 2-4 of relay K2 close to connect 24 vac power to lamps DS9 and DS10, causing the POWER OUTPUT FAILURE
indication on the drawer front panel. Contacts 6-8 of relay K2 close to de-energize relay K4. The normally open contacts
of relay K4 open when the relay de-energizes in order to remove the XMTR normal indications from the central equipment
cabinet. The normally closed contacts of relay K4 close to issue the alarm indications to the central equipment cabinet.
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4-33. Relay K3 is normally energized through the interlock circuit. If interlock S4 is opened, or if the temperature in the
cavity frequency multiplier module becomes excessive, a thermal switch in the module will open causing relay K3 to deenergize. Contacts 7-8 of relay K3 close to apply 24 vac power to lamps DS7 and DS8, causing the INTERLOCK
COOLING FAILURE indication on the drawer front panel. Contacts 2-4 of relay K3 open to break the 117 vac circuit to the
high voltage circuits (150 vdc, 166 vdc, and 800 vdc) in the transmitter power supply.
4-34. A plug-in printed circuit card (lock alarm detector) is used to sense a frequency-lock failure when two transmitter
cabinets with modulator switchover are used and the same carrier frequency is used by both cabinets. A coaxial cable
between the OSC OUT jack on the front panel of each modulator-exciter connects the rf lock circuits of the two oscillatormultipliers. When the oscillators are not at the same frequency, a beat signal is developed in each oscillator multiplier and
applied to plug P36 pin A of the lock alarm detector. The beat signal is amplified by transistors Q1 and Q2 and detected
by diodes CR3 and CR4. When the detected signal is greater than a prescribed value as determined by the setting of
ALARM LEVEL ADJUST potentiometer R46, transistor Q3 will energize relay K5 causing relay K4 to energize and issue an
alarm.
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NOTES:
1. BOTH UNITS ARE ELECTRONICALLY IDENTICAL AND
MECHANICALLY INTERCHANGABLE, EITHER ONE MAY
BE FOUND IN A PARTICULSAR TRANSMITTER.
2. BASEWBOUND AMPLIFIER NUS 5970-3 USED ONLY I
MULTI-CHANNEL TRANSMITTERS.
3. PRE-EMPHASIS USED ONLY IN MULTI-CHANNEL
TRANSMITTERS.
4. NUS 6973 USED IN SINGLE CHANNEL
TRANSMITTERS, NUS 4153-4 USED IN MULTI-CHANNEL
TRANSMITTERS.
5. LOW PASS FILTER NUS 84431GI USED IN PLACE OF
PRE-EMPHASIS AND LOW BASEBAND AMPLIFIER NUS
5970-3 IN SINGLE CHANNEL TRANSMITTERS.

Figure 4-1. Transmitter Block Diagram, Modulator Switchover (DX230928B)
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Figure 4-2. Transmitter Block diagram RF Switchover (DX2380926B)
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Figure 4-3. Frequency Multiplier, Schematic diagram (D2385655A)
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Figure 4-4.

Modulator-Exciter Chassis NUS 5955-3, Schematic Diagram (J2337717D)

4-11/4-12
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Figure 4-5. Modulator-Exciter Chassis NUS 5955-1 and -2, Schematic Diagram (J2288680F) 4-13/4-14
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Figure 4-6.

Modulator-Exciter Chassis NUS 5954-5, Interconnection Diagram (D2330501G5D) 4-15/4-16
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Figure 4-7.

Modulator-Exciter Chassis NUS 5954-6, Interconnection Diagram (D2336595B) 4-17/4-18
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Figure 4-8.

Modulator-Exciter Chassis NUS 5954-11,Insterconnectionc Diagram (D2337648C) 4-19/4-20
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Figure 4-9.

Modulator-Exciter Chassis NUS 5954-13,Interconnectionc Diagram (D2338621D) 4-21/4-22
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SECTION V
MAINTENANCE
5-1.

GENERAL.

5-2.

This section contains preventive and corrective maintenance procedures for the transmitter.

5-3.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE.

5-4.

GENERAL.

5-5.
Preventive maintenance consists of a series of procedures that are performed at regular intervals to ensure
satisfactory transmitter performance. These procedures and their suggested intervals of performance are listed in table 51.

TABLE 5-1. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE ROUTINES

5-6.

Interval

Routine

Paragraph Reference

Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Monthly

Metering checks
Cleaning
Inspection of detail parts
Air filter maintenance

5-6
5-8
5-10
5-12

METERING CHECKS.

5-7.
With the transmitter in operation, check the level at each position of the frequency multiplier front panel and the
modulator-exciter front panel and subpanel switches in accordance with table 5-3. If a meter indication differs substantially
from that given in the table, refer to the corrective maintenance procedures.
5-8.

CLEANING.

5-9.
With the equipment off and all high-voltage capacitors discharged, clean the transmitter with a soft brush and a
lint-free cloth. If available, a hand vacuum cleaner may be used taking care not to strike fragile parts.
5-10.

INSPECTION OF DETAIL PARTS.

5-11.

Table 5-2 outlines the procedures for inspecting detail parts.

TABLE 5-2. INSPECTION OF DETAIL PARTS
Detail Parts
Resistors
Capacitors
Switches and controls
Meters

Inspection
Check for discoloration due to heating.
Check for damaged case, discoloration, and leakage.
Check for easy action, good detent tension, corrosion, loose
mounting, and poor connections.
Check for free and quick needle action.
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TABLE 5-2. INSPECTION OF DETAIL PARTS (Continued)
Detail Parts
Cables and wiring
Connections
Terminal boards

5-12.

Inspection
Check for cracked or otherwise impaired insulation, loose clamps,
and strain reliefs.
Check for bent or broken pins and defective insulation.
Check for damaged terminals.

AIR FILTER MAINTENANCE.

5-13. Air filter maintenance is important for proper operation of the transmitter. The lack of proper maintenance
(cleaning or replacement) of air filters can cause an equipment breakdown due to excessive heating. Clean or replace the
air filters in the modulator-exciter drawer and in the frequency multiplier drawer at monthly intervals.
5-14.

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE.

5-15.

GENERAL.

5-16. Corrective maintenance involves the isolation of a trouble to a specific module or a tube within a module. The
defective item is replaced in accordance with the removal and replacement procedures contained in paragraph 5-21. After
replacing a defective module, perform the applicable alignment procedures given in Section II and refer to the modular
handbook to further isolate the trouble. Figures 5-1 thru 5-3 show parts location.
5-17.

TROUBLE ANALYSIS.

5-18. GENERAL. The troubles that arise in the transmitter can generally be classified as power supply troubles or
transmitting system troubles. The methods used for isolating the defective item in either case are discussed in paragraphs
5-19 and 5-20.
5-19. POWER SUPPLY TROUBLES. Any trouble in the transmitter can be caused by a defective power supply.
Therefore, all power supplies should be checked before troubleshooting the transmitting system modules. Check the
output voltage of each power supply in accordance with the power checks given in table 5-3. Replace the -30 or +15 vdc
power supplies if the output indication of either supply differs from the indication given in the table. If the output indication
of a supply contained in the transmitter power supply drawer differs from the indication given in the table, refer to the
modular handbook to further isolate the trouble. In general, do not replace the transmitter power supply drawer. In
addition to checking the outputs of the supplies, refer to the modular handbook of the power distribution panel to check if a
failure in the distribution circuits has caused an improper output indication of the power supplies.
5-20. TRANSMITTING SYSTEM TROUBLES. Refer to table 5-4 for isolating troubles evidenced by the trouble
indicators. Generally, transmitting system troubles can be isolated to a module by checking the input and output of each
module, working backward from the output directional coupler in the frequency multiplier drawer. Use the transmitter block
diagram, figure 4-1, to trace the signal patLd Use the schematic diagrams of the frequency multiplier and the modulatorexciter drawers, figures 4-2 and 4-3, and the rf switchover and power divider(NUS5959-1), rf switchover (NUS 5959-3),
and modulator switchover and power divider (NUS 5959-2) schematic diagrams in Section VI to determine the necessary
test points. Use the front panel meter and switch on the frequency multiplier drawer, and the front panel and subpanel
meters and switches on the modulator-exciter drawer to monitor the selected test points. Use the TEST LEAD (-) GRD
patch-in feature of the meters to monitor selected test points as necessary. An indication of 50 (nominal) is normal
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on a front panel meter and 100 (nominal) is normal on a subpanel meter. If the trouble is isolated to a module that has
turbes, replace each tube, one at a time, and check if the trouble is corrected. If tube replacement does not correct the
trouble, replace the module.
5-21.

REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT.

5-22. GENERAL. Removal and replacement procedures are provided only for those items for which the procedure is
not obvious.
5-23. MODULES. To remove a module, turn off the transmitter (paragraph 3-7), remove the captive screws securing
the module to the drawer chassis, and disconnect all electrical connections to the module. Replace a module by reversing
the procedure.
5-24.

OSCILLATOR CRYSTALS. To remove an oscillator crystal from the oven can, proceed as follows:

a. Loosen the screws holding the external case to the oven base. Rotate case counterclockwise until case lock
disengages. Lift case from oven.
b. Remove the two screws from the oven top cover.
c. Lift off top cover while holding crystal between oven clips. This action permits crystal to be removed from
crystal socket.
d. Remove crystal from top cover holding clips.
5-25.

To install an oscillator crystal, proceed as follows:
a. Insert crystal between oven top cover holding clips.

b. Holding top cover holding clips to prevent crystal from dropping, carefully insert crystal into crystal socket and
replace top cover.
CAUTION
Do not attempt to force the crystal into the crystal socket. Excessive pressure may damage the crystal
pins.
c.

Replace screws securing top cover to oven.

d. Place oven case over oven and rotate in clockwise direction until case lock engages. Tighten screws.
5-26. CAVITY FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER AND MIXER-AMPLIFIER TUBES. To remove the tubes from the cavity
frequency multiplier module in the modulator-exciter, proceed as follows:
WARNING
Extremely dangerous voltage (800 volts dc) is applied to these tubes. Before removing a tube, turn off the
transmitter (paragraph 3-7).
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TABLE 5-3. METERING CHECKS
Switch
Reference

Check

Switch
Position

Meter
Reference

Meter
Indication

FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER DRAWER
Cathode current level of tube in frequency
multiplier cavity assembly module
RF power output of drawer measured at directional coupler DC1
Reflected rf power measured at directional
coupler DC1
24 volts ac
150 volts dc
800 volts dc

2, figure 2-3

a

1, figure 2-3

60-75

2, figure 2-3

CATH K
CURRENT
RF PWR L

1, figure 2-3

45-55

2, figure 2-3

REFL RF PWR

1, figure 2-3

010

2, figure 2-3
2, figure 2-3
2, figure 2-3

24 VOLTS AC
150 VOLTS DC
800 VOLTS DC

1, figure 2-3
1, figure 2-3
1, figure 2-3

40-60
40-60
40-60

b

MODULATOR-EXCITER DRAWER
Power output level of cavity frequency multiplier module measured at directional coupler
DC1
Frequency-modulated 70-mc sub-carrier
power level measured at input of mixer-amplifier
RF power output of drawer measured at directional coupler DC2

4, figure 2-3

MULT

3, figure 2-3

25-75

4, figure 2-3

70 MC LEVEL

3, figure 2-3

40-60

4, figure 2-3

RF POWER

3, figure 2-3

40-50

Reflected rf power measured at directional
coupler DC2

4, figure 2-3

REFL PWR

3, figure 2-3

0-10

Deviation of baseband signal
24 volts ac
+15 volts dc
-30 volts dc
+150 volts dc
+166 volts dc
+800 volts dc
Center frequency of frequency-modulated
70-mc sub-carrier measured at 70-mc AFC
module
70-mc level at 70-mc AFC module

4, figure 2-3
4, figure 2-3
4, figure 2-3
4, figure 2-3
4, figure 2-3
4, figure 2-3
4, figure 2-3
MONITOR
switch (figure
2-6)
MONITOR
switch (figure
2-6)
EXCITER
TUNING switch
(figure 2-6)

DEVIATION
24 AC VOLTS
+15 DC VOLTS
-30 DC VOLTS
+150 DC VOLTS
+166 DC VOLTS
+800 DC VOLTS
+ and - AFC CEN
FREQ

3, figure 2-3
3, figure 2-3
3, figure 2-3
3, figure 2-3
3, figure 2-3
3, figure 2-3
3, figure 2-3
Meter Ml (figure 2- 6)

45-55
40-60
40-60
40-60
40-60
40-60
40-60
0

AFC LEVEL

Meter M1
(figure 2-6)

80-120

OSC A

Meter M1
(figure 2-6)

60-130

Oscillator tuning at oscillator-multiplier
module

5-4
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TABLE 5-3. METERING CHECKS (Continued)
Switch
Reference

Check

Switch
Position

Meter
Reference

Meter
Indication

MODULATOR-EXCITER DRAWER (Continued)
Tripler tuning at oscillator-multiplier
module
Buffer tuning at oscillator-multipller
module
Amplifier tuning at cavity frequency
multiplier
Quadrupler tuning at cavity frequency
multiplier
First doubler tuning at cavity frequency
multiplier
Power output level of cavity frequency
multiplier module measured at directional coupler DC1
Mixer tuning at mixer-amplifier module

Amplifier tuning at mixer-amplifier
module
(figure 2-6)

RF power output of drawer measured at
directional coupler DC2
Deviation of baseband signal

EXCITER
TUNING switch
(figure 2-6)
EXCITER
TUNING switch
(figure 2-6)
EXCITER
TUNING switch
(figure 2-6)
EXCITER
TUNING switch
(figure 2-6)
EXCITER
TUNING switch
(figure 2-6)
EXCITER
TUNING switch
(figure 2-6)
EXCITER
TUNING switch
(figure 2-6)
EXCITER
TUNING switch

EXCITER
TUNING switch
(figure 2-6)
EXCITER
TUNING switch
(figure 2-6)

5-5

TRIPLER B

Meter M1
(figure 2-6)

60-130

BUFFER C

Meter M1
(figure 2-6)

80-135

AMPL D

Meter M1
(figure 2-6)

80-135

QUAD E

Meter M1
(figure 2-6)

80-135

F 1st DBLR

Meter M1
(figure 2-6)

80-135

G LOCAL OSC

Meter M1
(figure 2-6)

70-140

H MIXER

Meter M1
(figure 2-6)

90-125

I RF AMPL

Meter Ml
(figure 2-6)

125max.
(Reading
varies with
control J5,
RF OUTPUT LEVEL
adjustment)

J RF PWR

Meter M1
(figure 2-6)

80-100

DEVIATION

Meter Ml
(figure 2-6)

90-100

f, g

h
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TABLE 5-3. METERING CHECKS (Continued)
a

Normally adjusted for meter indication of 60 with RF LEVEL control L5.

b

Meter indications obtained from directional couplers manufactured by M.C. Jones Electronics Co., Inc. or
Microwave Devices, Inc. may vary from 0 to 40.

c

For the proper meter indication with this switch position, EXCITER TUNING switch S2 (figure 2-5 or 2-6) on the
modulator-exciter subpanel must not be in the J RF PWR position.

d

Normally adjusted for meter indication of 40 with RF OUTPUT LEVEL control J5.

e

For the proper meter indication with this switch position, EXCITER TUNING switch S2 (figure 2-5 or 2-6) on the
modulator-exciter subpanel must not be in the DEVIATION position.

d

For the proper meter indication with this switch position, meter selector switch S3 (4, figure 2-3) on the modulatorexciter front panel must not be in the RF POWER

f

Normally adjusted for meter indication of 80 with RF OUTPUT LEVEL control J5.

h

For the proper meter indication with this switch position, meter selector switch S3 (4, figure 2-3) on the modulatorexciter front panel must not be in the DEVIATION position.
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TABLE 5-4. TROUBLESHOOTING
Trouble
Indication
INTERLOCK
COOLING FAILURE indicator on
frequency multiplier drawer is lit.

POWER OUTPUT
FAILURE indicator on frequency
mliledrwrmultiplier drawer
is lit.

Step

Normal
Indication

Procedure

If Indication
is Normal

A1

Check blower B1 in
frequency multiplier
drawer.

Blower is
operative.

A2

Measure voltage between
pins 1 and 2 on blower
motor connector.
Observe INTERLOCK
COOLING FAILURE
indicator on frequency
multiplier drawer.

117 vac

a. Check interlock
circuit of frequency
multiplier cavity assembly in frequency mulltiplier drawer.
b. Replace relay K2.
Replace blower motor.

Indicator is out.

Proceed to step 2.

Observe POWER OUTPUT FAILURE indica-

Indicator is out.

Proceed to step 3.

B1

B2
failure
tor on modulator exciter
drawer.
B3

Set switch S2 on
frequency multiplier

60 to 75

Proceed to step 4.

If Indication
is Abnormal
Proceed to step 2.

Troubleshoot 117 vac
blower circuit.
Perform frequency
multiplier drawer interlock cooling failure
troubleshooting.
(Steps Al and A2).
Perform modulator exciter power output
troubleshooting (Steps
D1 through D17).
a. Check alignment of
frequency

multiplier
drawer to CATH K

cavity assembly

CURRENT and observe

frequency

in
multiplier
b.Check rf input cable
meter M1.drawer.
to frequency multiplier
cavity assembly from
directional coupler DC2
in modulator exciter
c Replace frequency
multiplier cavity tube
vi (6897)
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TABLE 5-4. TROUBLESHOOTING (Continued
Trouble
Indication

Step

Normal
Indication

Procedure

45 to 55

Check relays K1 and K3
in frequency multiplier
drawer.

If Indication
is Abnormal

POWER OUTPUT
FAILURE indicator on frequency
multiplier drawer
frequency multiis lit (cont).

B4

INTERLOCK
COOLING FAILURE indicator on
modulator exciter
drawer is lit.

C1

Check blower B1 in
modulator exciter
drawer.

Blower is
operative.

a. Check interlock circuit of mixer amplifier,
cavity frequency multiplier, and access cover
to fuses F7 and F9
(switch S4) in modulator
exciter drawer.
b. Check relay K3.

Proceed to step 2.

C2

Measure blower B1 input voltage at pins 4 and
6 of TB1.

117 vac

Replace blower motor.

Troubleshoot 117 vac
blower circuit.

D1

Observe INTERLOCK
COOLING FAILURE
indicator on modulator
exciter drawer.

Indicator is out.

Proceed to step 2.

Perform modulator exciter interlock cooling
failure troubleshooting
(Steps C1 and C2).

D2

Observe POWER OUTPUT FAILURE indicator
on frequency multiplier
drawer.

Indicator is out.

Proceed to step 3.

Proceed to step 4.

D3

Set switch S3 in modulator exciter front panel
to RF POWER and
observe meter M2.

40 to 50

Check relays KI and K2
in modulator exciter
drawer.

Replace cable W21
(monitor 1, directional
coupler DC2).

POWER OUTPUT
FAILURE on
modulator exciter
drawer is lit.

Set switch S2 on frequency multiplier
drawer to RF POWER L
and observe meter M1

If Indication
is Normal

Check rf bandpass filter,
cables W1 and W3, and
dual directional coupler
DC1 in
plier drawer.
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TABLE 5-4. TROUBLESHOOTING (Continued)
Trouble
Indication
POWER OUTPUT
FAILURE indicator on modulator
exciter drawer is
lit (cont).

Step

Normal
Indication

Procedure

If Indication
is Normal

If Indication
is Abnormal

D4

Observe MODULATION
FAILURE indicator on
modulator exciter
drawer.

Indicator is out.

Proceed to step 5.

Perform modulation
failure troubleshooting,
(Steps El through E7).

D5

Set EXCITER TUNING
switch S2 on modulator
exciter drawer to OSC A
and MONITOR switch S1
to METER TRANSFER.
Observe meter M1.
Set EXCITER TUNING
switch S2 to TRIPLER
Observe meter Ml.

60 to 130

Proceed to step 6.

a. Check alignment of
oscillator multiplier.
b. Replace oscillator
multiplier.
c. Replace crystal.

60 to 130

Proceed to step 7.

Set EXCITER TUNING
switch S2 to BUFFER C.
Observe meter M1.
Set EXCITER TUNING
switch S2 to AMPL D.
Observe meter Ml.

80 to 135

Proceed to step 8.

a. Check alignment of
oscillator multiplier.
b. Replace oscillator
multiplier.
a. Check alignment of
oscillator multiplier.

80 to 135

b. Replace oscillator
Proceed to step 9.

D6

D7

D8
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a. Check alignment of
cavity frequency multiplier.
b. Replace oscillator
multiplier.
c. Replace Vltube of
cavity frequency multiplier.
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TABLE 5-4. TROUBLESHOOTING (Continued)
Trouble
Indication
POWER OUTPUT
FAILURE indicator on modulator
exciter drawer is
lit (cont).

Step

Normal
Indication

Procedure

If Indication
is Normal

D9

Set EXCITER TUNING
switch S2 to QUAD E.
Observe meter M1.

80 to 135

Proceed to step 10.

D10

Set EXCITER TUNING
ST
switch S2 to F 1
DBLR. Observe
meter M1.

80 to 135

Proceed to step 11.

D11

Set EXCITER TUNING
switch S2 to G LOCAL
OSC. Observe meter
M1.

70 to 140

Proceed to step 12.

D12

Set EXCITER TUNING
switch S2 to H MIXER.
Observe meter M1.

90 to 125

Proceed to step 14.
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If Indication
is Abnormal
a. Check alignment of
cavity frequency multiplier.
b. Replace VI tube of
cavity frequency multic. Replace V2 tube of
cavity frequency multiplier.
a. Check alignment of
cavity frequency multiplier.
b. Replace V2 tube of
cavity frequencymultiplier.
c. Replace V3 tube of
cavity frequency multiplier.
a. Check alignment of
cavity frequency multiplier.
b. Replace V3 tube of
cavity frequency multiplier.
c. Check directional
coupler DC1 and cables
W13 and W16.
Proceed to step 13.
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TABLE 5-4. TROUBLESHOOTING (Continued)
Trouble
Indication
POWER OUTPUT
FAILURE indicator on modulator
exciter drawer is
lit (cont).

MODULATION
FAILURE indica-or on modulator
exciter drawer is
lit.

Step
D13

Normal
Indication

Procedure

If Indication
is Normal

Set switch S3 on modulator front panel to
70 MC LEVEL.
Observe meter M2.

40 to 60

D14

Set EXCITER TUNING
switch S2 to I RF
AMPL. Observe meter
M1.

50 to 90

b. Replace V1 tube of
mixer amplifier.
Proceed to step 15.

D15

Set EXCITER TUNING
switch S2 to J RF PWR.
Observe meter Ml.

80 to 100

Check relays K1 and K2.

E1

(For single channel
transmitters, proceed
to step 4. ) Connect a
Sierra 125B Frequency
Selective Voltmeter to
test point TP1(J2) on
baseband amplifier and
check for presence of
4-kc pilot tone.

Presence of 4-kc
pilot tone indicated.

Proceed to step 2.
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a. Check mixer amplifier alignment.

If Indication
is Abnormal
Replace 70-mc modulator
(rf switchover transmitters)or 70-mc amplifier (modulator switchover transmitters).
a. Check mixer amplifier alignment.
b. Replace V1 tube of
mixer amplifier.
c. Replace V2 tube of
mixer amplifier.
a. Check directional
coupler DC2, cable W19,
isolator Zo (multichannel transmitters
only), and cable W18
(single channel transmitters only).
b. Replace V2 tube of
mixer amplifier.
a. Check the baseband
input transmitter cabling.
b. Check 4-kc tone
generator in central
equipment cabinet.
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TABLE 5-4. TROUBLESHOOTING (Continued)
Trouble
Indication
MODULATION
FAILURE indicator on modulator
exciter drawer is
lit (cont).

Step
E2

E3

E4

E5

E6

Normal
Indication

Procedure
Connect frequency
sele-;tive voltmeter to
test , , mint TP2(J3) on
baseh:b- amplifier and
check iwr presence of
4-kc pilot tone.
Check for presence of
4-kc pilot tone at output
of pre-emphasis
assembly using frequency selective
voltmeter.
Check for presence of
4-kc pilot tone at output
of low-pass filter using
Sierra 125B Frequency
Selective Voltmeter.
Check for presence of
4-kc pilot tone at input
to low-pass filter using
a frequency selective
voltmeter.
Check for presence of
4-kc pilot tone at TP3
DEV CAL (figure 2-8,
2-9, or 2-10) using a
frequency selective
voltmeter.
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If Indication
is Normal

If Indication
is Abnormal

Presence of 4-kc
pilot tone indicated.

Proceed to step 3.

ReplacP baseiuand
amplifier.

Presence of 4-kc
pilot tone indicated.

Proceed to step 4.

Replace pre-emphasis
assembly.

Presence of 4-kc
pilot tone indicated.

Proceed to step 6.

Proceed to step 5.

Presence of 4-kc
pilot tone indicated.

Replace low-pass filter.

Presence of 4kc
pilot tone indicated.

Check 4-kc tone receiver
in central equipment
cabinet.

a. Check the baseband
input transmitter cabling.
b. Check 4-kc tone
generator in central
equipment cabinet.
a. Replace 70-mc modulator.
b. Replace 70-mc AFC
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TABLE 5-4. TROUBLESHOOTING (Continued)
Trouble
Indication
LOCK ALARM
indicator on
modulator exciter
drawer is lit.

Step
F1

Normal
Indication

Procedure
Align oscillator
multiplier.

LOCK ALARM
indicator is out.
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If Indication
is Normal
End of troubleshooting.

If Indication
is Abnormal
Replace lock alarm
detector.
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a. Open the fuse cover door.
b. Remove tubes V1 and V2 by placing the blade of a screwdriver under the tube radiating fins and gently prying
the tub about 1/8 inch out of its socket.
c.

Remove tube V1 or V2 by carefully rotating the tube while pulling it from the socket.

d. To remove tube V3, remove the fiberglass air duct covering the tube. Use a twisting motion while pulling
outward to remove the tube from the socket.
5-27.

To remove a tube from the mixer-amplifier module, proceed as follows:
a. Open the fuse cover door.

b. To remove tube V2, remove the fiberglass air duct which covers the tube. Remove the tube as before using a
twisting motion while pulling it from the socket.
c. To remove tube V1, remove the fiberglass air duct covering the tube. Then, using a twisting motion, pull the
tube from the socket.
5-28. To replace any of the tubes in the cavity frequency multiplier module, the frequency multiplier cavity assembly, and
the mixer-amplifier proceed as follows:
CAUTION
When replacing these tubes use extreme care to prevent damage to the tube and socket. When inserting
the tube in the socket, be sure that the tops of the cooling fins are parallel to the side of the module on
which the tube is mounted. This will prevent the tube from being inserted incorrectly.
a. Position the tube so that it enters the socket straight. Using a twisting motion, insert the tube gently, until all
contact surfaces are properly lined up. The tube must be inserted fully into its socket for proper operation. Seating must
be accomplished on the anode bypass plate.
b. After installing tube, replace fiberglass air duct that has been removed. The duct must be properly positioned
and locked in place to prevent premature tube failure.
c.
5-29.

Re-assemble all other parts by reversing the procedure used for removal.

FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER TUBE. To remove the tube from the frequency multiplier, proceed as follows:xWARNING
Extremely dangerous voltage (800 volts dc) is applied to this tube. Before removing tube, turn off the
transmitter (paragraph 3-7).
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a. Open the plastic door covering the tube.
b. Remove the tube by carefully rotating it while pulling it straight out from the socket. If hand removal is not
possible, use pliers, with jaws adjusted to the largest size, to grip the tube’s cooling fins securely.
5-30.

To replace the tube in the frequency multiplier proceed as follows:
NOTE
Refer to CAUTION in paragraph 5-28.

a. Position the tube so that it enters the socket straight. Using a twisting motion, insert the tube gently, until all
contact surfaces are properly lined up. The tube must be inserted fully into its socket for proper operation. Seating must
be accomplished on the anode bypass plate.
b. After installing tube, close the plastic door and secure it with the wingnut fasteners. Check that interlock switch
S1 is actuated when the door is closed.
5-31. ADDITIONAL PERIODIC MAINTENANCE. For additional periodic maintenance regarding deviation calibration,
modulator and AFC alignment and rf alignment, see the ETA Periodic Maintenance Program Manual OP 2.8.
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Figure 5-1. Transmitter Cabinet,
Parts Location Diagram
(H2384275C)
5-17/5-18
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Figure 5-2. Frequency Multiplier,
Parts Location Diagram
(H2285894M)
5-19/5-20
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Figure 5-3. Modulator-Exciter Drawer,
Parts Location Diagram (H2288679T)
(Sheet 1 of 3)
5-21/5-22
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Figure 5-3. Modulator-Exciter Drawer,
Parts Location Diagram (H2288679T)
(Sheet 2 of 3)
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Figure 5-3. Modulator-Exciter Drawer,
Parts Location Diagram (H2288679T)
Sheet 3 of 3)
5-25/5-26
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SECTION VI
MODULES

GENERAL
This section contains a separate manual for each of the modules contained in the transmitter. Each manual contains a
general description, a circuit description, and schematic and parts location diagrams. Since defective modules are
replaced rather than repaired in the field, no maintenance data for the modules is included. For maintenance data, refer to
TM 11-6625-647-14.
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OSCILLATOR- MULTIPLIER
NUS 3753-6 and NUS 3753-7
DESCRIPTION
Oscillator-multiplier NUS 3753-6 forms the initial stage of the signal-frequency generator in the transmitter; it is
mounted in the modulator-exciter drawer. Oscillator-multiplier NUS 3753-7 forms the initial stage of the local oscillator
used in the receiver; it is mounted in the preselector and mixer drawer. The circuits employed in these units are identical,
except for three additional components incorporated into the receiver version (NUS 3753-7) to permit application of an
automatic-phase-control voltage to the crystal oscillator. The output frequency of the unit is multiplied to the gigacycle
range. Pertinent characteristics of these modules are as follows:
Oscillator frequency range:
NUS 3753-6
NUS 3753-7
Frequency tolerance
Output frequency range:
NUS 3753-6
NUS 3753-7
Output impedance
R-f output:
NUS 3753-6

47.29167 to 50.6250 mc
46.56250 to 51.35417 mc
+0.005%
141.87501 to 151.87500 mc
139.6875 to 154.0625 mc
1000 ohms, nominal
40 vrms, min, at 141.87501 mc
40 vrms, min, at 151.87500 mc
40 vrms, min, at 139.6875 mc
35 vrms, min, at 154.0625 mc
-10 to +45 deg C
6.3 vac at 1.1 amp
24 vac at 2.0 amp
+150 vdc at 20 ma
+165 vdc at 100 ma

NUS 3753-7
Ambient temperature range
Input power requirements
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 through 5)
Oscillator-Multiplier. Oscillator-multiplier stage V1 employs a Butler-type oscillator as ’he signal generator for the basic
frequency. Inductor L2 forms a parallel resonant circuit
( with C36 and the plate-to-ground capacitance of tube VIA.
When L2 is adjusted to resonate the fifth overtone frequency of the crystal, the circuit starts oscillating. The rf voltage
developed across the plate circuit of V1A is coupled through capacitor C2 to the grid of V1B. Stage V1B triples the
frequency. The voltage that is developed at the cathode of V1B is fed back through capacitor C4 and the crystal to the
cathode of V1A, providing the required regenerative feedback. An automatic phase control voltage is applied to the grid of
VIA (in NUS 3753-7 units only) through pin 16 of plug P1 to phase-lock the oscillator frequency with that of the combined if
output signal. The oscillator also is locked to the frequency of an associated oscillator multiplier module by signal injection
from jack J8 to the internal shield of the tube at pin 5. The output of V1B, developed across the parallel resonant circuit of
capacitor C9 and inductor L6, is applied to the following stage.
Buffer Amplifier. The signal (approximately 15 mw) developed in the plate circuit of V1B is fed through capacitor C10
to the grid of buffer amplifier V2. Tube V2 is operated class B. The required bias voltages are developed in its grid (grid
leak) and cathode circuits. This stage amplifies the signal level to approximately 250 mw and provides isolation between
the oscillator and the power amplifier. Its output, developed across inductor L11 and capacitor C17, is coupled trough
capacitor C18 to the grid of the power amplifier.
Power Amplifier. Power amplifier V3 operates class C. Its biasing voltages are developed in the grid (grid leak) and
cathode circuits. The plate output of this stage consists of pinetwork L16 and capacitors C26, C41, and C42. The input
level of 250 mw is amplified to an average power between 0.5 and 1.0 watt, depending upon module application and
operating frequency. The output of the module is coupled to jack J7, a banana-type connector.
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Figure 1. Oscillator-Multiplier NUS 3753-7, Schematic Diagram
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Figure 2. Oscillator-Multiplier NUS 3753-6, Schematic Diagram
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Figure 3. Oscillator Multiplier NUS 3753-6 and NUS 3753-7, Parts Location
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Figure 4. Oscillator Multiplier NUS 3753-6, Writing Diagram
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Figure 5. Oscillator Multiplier NUS 3753-7, Wiring Diagram
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70-MC MODULATOR
NUS 3754-4

DESCRIPTION

The 70mc modulator NUS 37544 generates a 70mc signal, frequency modulated by the baseband signal. The
70mc modulator consists of four stages: oscillator V1, where modulation is accomplished; buffer amplifier V2; voltage
amplifier V3; and power amplifier V4. The unit is a frequency modulator centered at 70-mc. It is modulated by the
combined external video signal and the orderwire signal. The 70mc operating frequency is stabilized by the control action
of the 70-mc afc unit. Test jacks are provided for measuring cathode voltages, detected signal levels, and a bias voltage.
The cathode currents of the first three stages (V1 through V3) are stabilized by returning the grids to a positive voltage.
Parasitic suppressor resistors are included in the grid circuit of each tube. Pertinent characteristics of this module are as
follows:

Power required

6.3 vac at 1.25 amp
150 vdc at 110 ma

Output to mixer-amplifier

0.7 watt (approx.), 75 ohms

Output to afc

1 volt, 75 ohms

Frequency stability (with afc for
±10 deg C change)

±32 kc

Input impedance

1,000 ohms

Deviation

±4 me maximum

Video bandwidth

2,000 cps to 4-mc

Input

0.47 vrms for +l-mc peak deviation

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 through 3)

Oscillator V1 employs a Hartley-type oscillator. The output amplitude of the oscillator is limited by a two-crystal
diode limited, and the frequency is controlled by two crystal-diode modulators. The plate load of V1 is a parallel resonant
tank consisting of inductor L4, the capacitance of diode modulators CR3 and CR4, and the inter-electrode capacitance
present in the circuit. Resistor R4 and capacitor C2 form a decoupling network to isolate the plate circuit of V1. Capacitor
C7 couples the plate to the tuned circuit and blocks the de present in the plate circuit. Capacitor C12 couples the
feedback from the tuned circuit to the grid of V1. Diodes CR1 and CR2 limit the peak to peak excursion of the oscillator
plate to ground voltage. The level of limiting is determined by the voltage at the junction of resistors R5 and R6 in the
cathode circuit.
Frequency modulation of the oscillator output by the signal voltage is accomplished by diode modulator CR3.
Diode CR3 and capacitor C14, in parallel with the plate portion of inductor L4, present a capacitive reactance to the plate
tuned circuit. The capacitive reactance of CR3 and C14 changes as the diode current changes, thus changing the
frequency of the tuned circuit. The video input to the modulator is applied to the diode circuit, causing
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changes in the diode current. As a result, the frequency changes that take place in the plate-tuned circuit reflect the
changes in the input video voltage. Potentiometer R1, the modulator linearity control, sets the operating bias of the diode
current so that the relationship between the input video voltage and the resultant frequency deviation is linear.
The input voltage from the afc circuit is applied to the base of transistor Q1, a dc amplifier, where it is amplified
and applied to diode modulator CR4. Diode CR4 and capacitor C20 are in parallel with the plate portion of inductor L4 and
present a capacitive reactance to the plate-tuned circuit. The capacitive reactance produced by CR4 and C20 changes as
the diode current changes. If the diode current is zero, the effective capacitance of C20 and CR4 in series is at a
minimum and the plate-tuned circuit frequency is high. Conversely, when the diode current is at its highest value (as
determined by the circuit of transistor Q1), the effective capacitance of C20 is a maximum and the oscillator frequency is
low. The range of the oscillator frequency change caused by the afc voltage is approximately ±2 mc. During normal
operation, diode CR4 current is set so that the frequency control range is approximately centralized. The voltage on the
cathode side of CR4 is above ground, since it is connected to the voltage divider consisting of resistors R20, R21, R27,
and R28. Resistor R28 is bypassed for 70 mc by capacitor C21. The collector of transistor Q1 drives diode CR4 through
resistor R25, which is used to isolate Q1 from the oscillator. The diode current is reduced to zero when the collector
voltage falls sufficiently below the diode cathode voltage to cut off CR4. Resistor R26 is the collector load resistor, and
capacitor C17 is a 70mc bypass capacitor. Resistors R17, R19, R20, and R21 form a voltage divider and bias the
transistor for a nominal base input voltage of +2.8 vdc. Diode CR5 detects the 70mc output of the oscillator for metering
purposes. The oscillator output is applied to buffer amplifier V2 through capacitor C16.
Buffer amplifier V2 isolates the oscillator and its associated circuits from the effects of tube changes and tuning
adjustments. Capacitor C16, in combination with the input capacitance of V2, forms a capacitive voltage divider. This
voltage divider reduces the effect that changing V2 would have on the oscillator frequency and the performance of the
diode modulator. The plate circuit of V2 consists of a tapped single-tuned circuit. The tuned circuit consists of the output
inter electrode capacitance of V2 in parallel with the series combination of inductor L5 and the resultant impedance of
some of the circuit elements across resistor R34. The junction of L5 and R34 is the output tap of the plate-tuned circuit.
The voltage developed at this point is applied to the afc unit and through coupling capacitor C32 to the grid of V3.
CR6, R38, R39, C30, and C51 form a detector network and filter for monitoring of the 70mc signal level to the AFC
module.
Voltage amplifier V3 stage amplifies the signal sufficiently enough to drive output stage V4 as a class C power
amplifier. The inter-stage circuit between V3 and V4 is a double-tuned, critically coupled T-circuit. Inductor L10 is used to
tune the plate circuit of V3, inductor L12 is used to tune the grid circuit of V4, and inductor L11 serves as a coupling coil.
Power amplifier V4 draws grid current and uses a self-biasing circuit consisting of C39, R50, and L13. This arid circuit
also serves as an amplitude detector and is connected to test jack J11, which is used for alignment of the double-tuned
circuit. Inductor L13 isolates bias resistor R50 from the signal. A major portion of the loading of the double-tuned circuit is
caused by the grid detector circuit. Because this loading is insufficient for the bandwidth requirements, resistor R46 is
used as an additional load resistor to set the bandwidth of the tuned circuit to the desired value.
The plate circuit of power amplifier V4 consists of a double-tuned modified T. The circuit consists of inductors L15
and L16, capacitor C47, and the load impedance across output connector J4. Inductor L15 is used to tune the plate
capacitance of the tube. Inductor L16 resonates with capacitor C47 and the reactive component of the load impedance
appearing at J4. These two resonant frequencies are staggered so that they produce a double-tuned, flattop response.
Resistor R53 is used to reduce the detuning effects when V4 is changed. Cathode resistor R52 limits the plate and screen
current in the absence of drive.
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Figure 1. 70-Mc Modulator NUS 3754-4, Parts Location
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Figure 2. 70-Mc Modulator NUS 3754-4, Schematic Diagram
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Figure 3. 70-Mc Modulator NUS 3754-4, Wiring Diagram

TM 11-5820-581-14
MIXER AMPLIFIER
NUS 3755-4 and NUS 3755-6

DESCRIPTION
Mixer amplifiers NUS 37554 and NUS 37556 combine the 70mc frequency-modulated output of the modulator with
the local oscillator signal (2,270 to 2,340 mc) from the oscillator-multiplier and frequency multiplier. Each mixer amplifier
increases the level of the sum or difference frequencies, in the 2,200to 2,500mc range, to approximately 6 watts. The
output of the modulator is applied to the mixer amplifier at a level of approximately 0.8 watt and the oscillator output is
applied to the mixer amplifier at a level of approximately 1.5 watts. The input impedance for the modulator signal is 60
ohms, and for the oscillator signal, 50 ohms. The output impedance of the mixer amplifier is 50 ohms. The bandwidth of
the mixer amplifier is approximately 3 mc minimum at 3db. NUS 37554 and 37556 are electrically identical with minor
mechanical variations. These units are interchangeable. Pertinent characteristics of these modules are as follows:
Power required

5.8 vdc at 1.0 amp (V1 filament)
5.8 vdc at 1.0 amp (V2 filament)
+800 vdc at 225 ma

Power output

6 watts

Input impedance

60 ohms (modulator)
50 ohms (oscillator)

Output impedance

50 ohms

Input frequency

70 mc (modulator)
2,270 to 2,430 mc (oscillator)

Output frequency

2,200 to 2,500 mc

Bandwidth

±3 mc at -3 db

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 through 4)
Oscillator Signal Input Circuit. The oscillator signal is applied to the mixer amplifier through directional coupler
DC1 (part of the modulator-exciter chassis). The directional coupler (DC1) is a sealed unit that contains a monitoring
connection for application of the output of the frequency multiplier to the metering circuit. From the directional coupler, th e
signal is applied to connector J1 of the mixer amplifier. By means of adjustable coupling loop L1, the signal then is applied
to the cathode cavity of tube V1, thus transferring the oscillator power to the grid cathode impedance of tube Vl. This
cavity is tunable in the frequency range of 2,270 to 2,430 mc.
Modulator Signal Input Circuit. The output of the modulator is applied to receptacle J2 of the mixer amplifier and
then to the parallel resonant circuit formed by inductor L3, capacitor C3, and the grid to cathode capacitance of V1.
Capacitor C3 is also used as the cathode
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bypass capacitor for the local oscillator frequency. Resistors R8 and R9 develop the cathode-bias voltage. Inductor L3 is
preset and does not require alignment in the field when tube V1 is replaced.
Mixer Stage V1. Tube V1 is a grounded grid mixer and is operated class C. The oscillator and modulator signals
are applied to the cathode of V1 for heterodyning. Capacitor C4 is used to tune the plate cavity of V1 to resonate at either
the sum or difference frequency of 2,200 to 2,500 mc. The output of V1 plate cavity is coupled to the cathode cavity of
amplifier stage V2 through loop L4.
Amplifier Stage V2. The combination of the plate cavity of V1, the cathode cavity of V2, capacitors C4 and C6,
and loop L4 forms a double-tuned coupling network. The plate cavity of V1 and capacitor C4 represent the primary. The
cathode cavity of V2 and capacitor C6 represent the secondary, and loop L4 the mutual coupling impedance of the doubletuned network. Tube V2 functions as a class C rf amplifier. The signal developed in the plate cavity of V2 is coupled to
the grid cathode impedance of V2 and amplified. The amplified output of V2 is developed in the plate cavity. The output
power is fed to receptacle J3 through adjustable coupling loop L2. Coupling loop L2 is adjustable to match the plate cavity
and the load impedance. Cathode bias for stage V2 is provided by potentiometer R16 and resistor R17. Potentiometer
R16 is used to adjust the output power to 6 watts after the mixer amplifier is tested. With the fixed bias (R16 set at
minimum resistance), the output of this unit varies from approximately 6 to 15 watts over the entire frequency range.
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Figure 1. Mixer Amplifier NUS 3755-4 and NUS 3755-6, Schematic Diagram.
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Figure 2. Mixer Amplifier NUS 3755-6, Parts Location
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Figure 3. Mixer Amplifier NUS 3755-4, Parts Location
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Figure 4. Mixer Amplifier NUS 3755-4 and NUS 3755-6, Wiring Diagram
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CAVITY FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER
NUS 4152-4 and NUS 4152-5
DESCRIPTION
Cavity frequency multipliers NUS 4152-4 and NUS 4152-5 each consist of three tuned radial cavities, with a triode
amplifier mounted in each cavity, and associated circuitry to provide test and monitoring points. The module is mounted
on the modulator-exciter drawer chassis. The 110- to 153- mc sine wave from the oscillator-multiplier is frequency
multiplied by a factor of sixteen and applied to the mixer amplifier. The output power is a minimum of 3 watts. Test jacks
are provided for cathode current and B+ metering. Signal level metering is provided by connecting to a meter panel.
Pertinent characteristics of these modules are as follows:
Power required

Power output
Output impedance
Input frequency
Output frequency
Input impedance

5.8 vac at 1.0 amp (V1 filament)
5.8 vac at 1.0 amp (V2 filament)
5.8 vac at 1.0 amp (V2 filament)
+800 vac at 250 ma
3 watts (minimum)
50 ohms
110 to 153 mc
1,770 to 2,430 mc
1,000 ohms, 13 mf (Capacitance)
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 through 4)

Multiplier Stages V1 and V2. The rf input (110 to 153 mc) is applied to the cathode of V1 through capacitor C2. The
signal is amplified by the tube V1 and developed in the plate cavity. The plate cavity of V1 is tuned to the fourth harmonic
of the input signal, in the frequency range 440 to 612 mc. The signal developed in the plate cavity is applied to the
cathode of tube V2. The cathode of V2 is located in the cavity at a point where the cathode input impedance matches the
impedance of the cavity. The power coupled to V2 is approximately 1.5 volts. Stage V2 is operated as a frequency
doubler. The plate cavity is tuned to the second harmonic of the output frequency of V1. The signal developed in the plate
cavity is applied to the cathode of V3 in the same manner described above.
Multiplier Stage V3. The multiplier stage V3 is operated as a frequency doubler. The signal applied to the cathode of
V3 is amplified and developed in the cavity of V3. The plate cavity is tuned to the second harmonic of the output frequency
of stage V2. Adjustable loop L2 is used to match the load impedance and to pick up the output of V3. The output of
multiplier stage V3 is applied through directional coupler 3DC1 to the mixer-amplifier. The directional coupler 3DC1
provides facilities for monitoring the output signal level of the cavity frequency multiplier through the transmitter metering
circuit.
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Figure 1. Cavity Frequency Multiplier NUS 4152-4 and NUS 4152-5, Schematic Diagram
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Figure 2. Cavity Frequency Multiplier NUS 4152-4, Parts Location
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Figure 3. Cavity Frequency Multiplier NUS 4152-5, Parts Location
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Figure 4. Cavity Frequency Multiplier NUS 4152-4 and NUS 4152-5, Wiring Diagram
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70-MC AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
NUS 4153-4

DESCRIPTION
The 70mc automatic frequency control (afc) NUS 41534 stabilizes the center frequency of the 70mc modulator. It detects
deviations from 70mc, applying a resultant dc-error voltage to the oscillator to correct the frequency. The 70mc afc
consists of the following five stages: rf amplifiers VI and V2, discriminator V3, and cathode followers V4A and V4B. Test
jacks are provided for monitoring cathode currents and rf levels. Means for monitoring frequency deviation and center
frequency also are provided. Pertinent characteristics of this module are as follows:
Power required

6.3 vac at 1.2 amp
+150 vdc at 45 ma

Afc gain

20(min)

Afc frequency

70 mc

Input impedance

75 ohms

Output impedance

200 ohms (approx)

Input level

70 mc, 1 volt (nominal)

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 through 3)
RF Amplifier VI. The fm signal from the 70mc modulator is applied to Vi through jack J1. Inductor L1 and resistor
R1 are used to supply the proper load impedance to the modulator. The voltage developed across this network is applied
to the grid of Vi through capacitor C1. The output of tube V1 is developed across load resistor R6 and inductor L4 and fed
to the grid of V2. The grid bias voltage for Vi is developed across the voltage divider consisting of resistors R15 and R16.
RF Amplifier V2. The input to rf amplifier V2 is amplitude limited. The limiting circuit consists of capacitors C11
and C12 and crystal diodes CR2 and CR3. Diode CR2 is biased with approximately 3 vdc; thus, the rf input to tube V2 is
approximately 5 volts peak to peak. The voltage developed across the limiter circuit is applied to the grid of V2 through
capacitor C13. The output of this stage is developed across the primary of discriminator transformer L7.
Discriminator V3. Frequency discriminator V3 demodulates the fm signal. The output of the discriminator consists
of a video frequency signal and a dc, center frequency error voltage. The dc component is used to maintain the frequency
of the oscillator in the modulator. The video frequency component is used to give an indication of frequency deviation of
the 70mc fm signal. The fm signal is applied to the primary (L7A) of transformer L7. The signal developed across L7A is
applied to the center tap of the secondary (L7B). When the signal applied to the discriminator is un-modulated, the
voltages developed at each end of secondary L7B are equal and opposite. The result is zero output from the
discriminator. As the input deviates from 70 mc, the phase difference between the primary and secondary of L7 deviates
from 90 degrees. The sum of the primary voltage and half of the secondary
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voltage is applied to each diode. When the phase difference is not 90 degrees, the diode voltages are unequal. This
causes unequal diode currents, and an output voltage is developed across discriminator load resistors R24 and R25. The
output to the modulator is applied to cathode follower V4B through switch S1 and a low-pass filter consisting of resistor
R23 and capacitor C27. The low-pass filter removes the video frequencies from the signal and applies only the dc
component to the cathode follower. The centerfre4uency indication is obtained by applying the dc error voltage at the
cathode of V3A to the transmitter metering circuit through resistor R37. The videofre4uency component at this point is
applied through capacitor C28 to the grid of cathode follower V4A to provide an indication of system level.
Cathode Follower V4A. The videofre4uency component of the discriminator, which is used to give an indication of
frequency deviation of the fm signal, is applied to the grid of V4A.
The output voltage of V4A is developed across cathode resistors R28 and R29 and fed through capacitor C29 to plug P1,
pin 6. This signal is fed to the central equipment cabinet for detection and is returned to the modulator-exciter to provide a
meter indication for deviation level.
Cathode Follower V4B. The dc component of the discriminator output is applied to the grid of cathode follower
V4B. The output voltage is developed across cathode resistors R33 and R34. This voltage is approximately +2.8 dc and
is applied to the modulator through jack J9. AFC ON OFF switch S1 is used to connect or disconnect the grid of V4B to
the discriminator output. When the grid is not connected to the discriminator output, it is grounded. Potentiometer R34 is
used to adjust the dc voltage supplied to the modulator.
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Figure 1. 70-Mc Automatic Frequency Control NUS 4153-4, Parts Location
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Figure 2. 70-Mc Automatic Frequency Control NUS 4153-4, Wiring Diagram.
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Figure 3. 70-Mc Automatic Frequency Control NUS 4153-4, Schematic Diagram
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TRANSMITTER POWER SUPPLY
NUS 4352-3

DESCRIPTION
Transmitter power supply NUS 43523 provides outputs of 6.3, 24, and 115 vac and +166, +150, and +800 vdc.
The module is mounted on rollers in the transmitter cabinet. Each output circuit contains a fuse and a neon warning light,
which indicates loss of circuit power. Pertinent characteristics of this module are as follows:
Power required

117 vac, single phase, 50 to 60 cps, at
8 amps.
±2.0% regulation

Power output

24 vac +8%, 2 amp (max.)
6.3 vac ±2%, 1.4 to 1.6 amp
115 vac +2%, 1.0 amp
+166 vdc +2%, 0.2 amp
+150 vdc +2%, 0.33 amp
+800 vdc +2%, 0.5 amp

Regulation

+150 vdc; less than 1.8 volts from 30%
to 110% of rated load
+166 vdc; less than 11 volts from 30%
to 110% of rated load
+800 vdc; less than 37.5 volts from
30% to 110% of rated load

Ripple

+150 vdc; less than 0.10 volt (rms)
+166 vdc; less than 0.10 volt (rms)
+800 vdc; less than 12.5 volts (rms)

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 through 3)
Input and Filament Circuits. Primary 117vac power is applied to the transmitting power supply through connector
J2 and rf line filter FL1. Filter FL1 attenuates any rf, from 150 kc to 1,000 mc, that may have been picked up from the
input line or generated at the primary source. Transformer T1 applies 24 vac to the transmitter alarm circuit as soon as
power is applied. When circuit breakers CB1A and CB1B are turned ON, 6.3 vac is applied to the transmitter filaments
through transformer T2 and to POWER ON indicator lamp DS1. Power is also applied through J3, pins 4 and 12, to a
separate filament transformer in the transmitter drawer, the blower in the transmitter drawer, and an interlock switch.
When ) the interlock switch is opened, power to the 166and 150volt circuits and, indirectly via relay K2, to the 800volt
circuit is interrupted.
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+166 and +150 Volt Circuits. Primary power to the +166 volt circuit is applied through the interlock switch and
166V ON switch S2. This voltage is stepped up by power transformer T3 and applied to the full wave bridge rectifier
consisting of CR1 through CR4. The +166volt output is tapped off through a filter circuit consisting of inductor L1 and
capacitors C1 and C2. The +150 volt output is derived from the +166 volt supply through a filter circuit consisting of
inductor L2 and capacitors C3 and C4. Resistors R24 and R28 provide a return to ground for the associated warning lamp
if both the fuse and load should open simultaneously.
+800 Volt Circuit. Primary power to the +800 volt circuit is applied through the contacts of relay K2 and 800V ON
switch S1. When the circuit breakers are turned ON, power is applied to the heater of relay K1. This relay is a thermal
time delay relay that provides a 50second warm-up period for the transmitter tube filaments before the +800 volt is applied
to the transmitter output plate circuits. After the time delay, the interlocked line is connected through the contacts of K1 to
the coil of relay K2. Capacitor C6 is used to prevent chattering in relay K1. When K2 is energized, power is applied
through switch S1 to the primary of power transformer T4, which steps up the voltage and applies it to a full wave bridge
rectifier circuit. Each rectifier is shunted by a 270,000ohm resistor to equalize the back voltage. The output of the rectifier
circuit feeds a single section of choke input filtering consisting of L3 and C5. The resistive network R17 through R21
provides a bleeder path for capacitor C5. If fuse F7 opens, the network provides a load for the supply.
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Figure 1. Transmitter Power Supply NUS 4352-3, Schematic Diagram
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Figure 2. Transmitter Power Supply NUS 4552-3, Parts Location
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Figure 3. Transmitter Power Supply NUS 4352-3, Wiring Diagram. (Sheet 1 of 2)
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NOTES:
1.
2.

6. BEFORE CONNECTING WIRES TO J3 AND J2, THEY SHALL BE PASSED THRU A SINGLE PIECE
OF SLEEVING ½ LONG. AFTER SOLDER CONNECTION IS MADE, SLEEVING IS PRESSED INTO
PLACE. FOR J2 USE SLEEVING 945660A119, FOR J3 USE SLEEVING 945660A119.

3.
4.
5.

BS INDICATES # 22 GA SOLID BARE TINNED COPPER WIRE.
BSI INDICATES # 22GA SOLID BARE TINNED COPPER WIRE INSULATED WITH 22 BLACK
TEFLON SLEEVING.
PT INDICATES PIGTAIL LEAD.
NUMBERS IN PARANTHESIS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND ARE NOT STAMPED ON
EQUIPMENT.
SOLDERING PROCESS PER MIL-S-6872. SOLDER PER QQ-S-571 COMP SN60.

Figure 3. Transmitter Power Supply NUS 4352-3, Wiring Diagram (Sheet 2 of 2).
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FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER
NUS 5312-6
DESCRIPTION
The frequency multiplier provides a filtered rf output that is twice the frequency of the rf input. A dual directional
coupler is used to monitor the output and reflected rf power. A meter and associated selector switch are used to monitor
dc and ac voltages and output and reflected rf power. Other circuits provide local and remote indication of rf power loss or
failure of the cooling system, and energize the filament of the electron tube used for frequency multiplication. Cooling is
provided by a blower. All dc and ac operating voltages are applied to PWR INTERCON jack J8. Pertinent characteristics
of the frequency multiplier are as follows:
Input power requirements
117 vac
24 vac
+150 vdc
+800 vdc
RF input
2.2 to 2.5 gc at 6 watts
RF output

4.4 to 5 gc at 0.9 watts
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 and 2)

Frequency doubling of the rf power applied to RF INPUT jack J4 is accomplished by the frequency multiplier cavity
assembly. Spurious frequencies present in the output of the frequency multiplier cavity assembly are filtered by the rf
bandpass filter which is connected by waveguide to the frequency multiplier cavity assembly. The output of the rf
bandpass filter is connected to the input of dual directional coupler DC1 by coaxial cable W3. In addition to the input and
output connections, the dual directional coupler has two monitor outputs which are applied to selector switch S2. Both
monitor connectors contain crystal detectors to permit metering. A sampling of the reflected rf power is taken from the
MONITOR 2 connector and a sampling of the output rf power is taken from the MONITOR 1 jack.
The power output failure alarm circuit consists of relays K3 and K1 and POWER OUTPUT FAILURE indicator lamps
DS7 and DS8. The coil of relay K3 is electrically connected between the MONITOR 1 output of the dual directional coupler
and ground. As long as the rf output power is greater than 0. 25 watts, relay K3 is energized and closed contacts 1 and 7
complete the energizing path for relay K1. When the rf output power falls too low, relays K3 and K1 de-energize. This
causes 24 vac to be applied to DS7 and DS8 and contacts 2 and 4 of relay K1 to close to provide a remote alarm
indication. Fuse F2 protects relay K1 from overloads. Variable resistor R33 ALARM provides the adjustment to set the
tripping point of relay K3.
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The interlock cooling failure circuit consists of relay K2, interlock switch S1 and thermal switch S2 in the frequency
multiplier cavity assembly, and INTERLOCK COOLING FAILURE indicator lamps DS9 and DS10. The coil of relay K2 is
connected across the blower ac power line through closed contacts of two switches in the frequency multiplier cavity
assembly. Switch S1 opens to break the energizing path whenever the tube cover of the frequency multiplier cavity
assembly is removed. Switch S2 opens whenever the internal temperature of the frequency multiplier cavity assembly
becomes excessive. When relay K2 is de-energized, 24 vac is applied to indicator lamps DS9 and DS10 and the external
interlock circuit is opened.
The + 800 vdc is applied through protective fuse F1 to the plate circuit of the frequency multiplier cavity assembly.
Lamp DS1 lights in the event that fuse F1 fails. Resistors R1 through T1 provide current and voltage limiting protection for
the lamp. Stepdown transformer T1 supplies 5.3 vac for the filament of the electron tube in the frequency multiplier cavity
assembly.
Meter M1 in conjunction with meter range selector switch S2 is used to monitor the output and reflected rf power, the
cathode current of the frequency multiplier cavity assembly, the, 150 vdc and 800 vdc input voltages and the 24 vac input
power. In addition, one position of Switch ,S2 connects the meter to TEST LEAD (-) GRD jack J5 which permits the meter
to be used for monitoring all test points in the frequency multiplier. The circuit consisting of resistors R13 and R14 and
diode CR3 converts the 24 vac to a dc voltage for metering. Variable resistor R32 FWD provides for adjustment of the
output rf power. Variable resistor R32 REFL provides for adjustment of the reflected rf power.
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Figure 1. Frequency Multiplier NUS 5312-6, Parts Location
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Figure 2. Frequency Multiplier NUS 5312-6, Schematic Diagram.
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RF BANDPASS FILTER
NUS 5313-1
DESCRIPTION (Figure 1)
The rf bandpass filter is a double-tuned filter that can be tuned to pass a 19-mc to 30-mnc bandwidth within the
frequency range between 4.4 and 5.0 gc while suppressing all spurious frequencies. The two resonant cavities, L3 and
L4, are tunable over the band by varying the amount of insertion of the two associated tuning plunger assemblies (cavity
center conductors). The tuning plunger assemblies and the tuning dial are synchronously driven through a gear train when
the GANG tuning knob is rotated. This tuning knob is secured to resonant cavity L3 tuning plunger assembly.
For fine tuning, a spring washer, disk. and clutch washer arrangement on the SINGLE tuning shaft permits the
SINGLE knob to vary the insertion of the tuning plunger assembly in resonant cavity L4 without changing the insertion of
the tuning plunger assembly in resonant cavity L3. The SINGLE tuning knob disk and gear assembly are floating on the
tuning shaft. However, the SINGLE knob is secured to the shaft. When the GANG tuning knob is rotated, torque is
transmitted through the gear train to the disk and gear assembly on the SINGLE tuning shaft. When the proper tension is
on the spring washer, the torque is transmitted upwards from the disk through the clutch and spring washer to the SINGLE
tuning knob. Since the SINGLE tuning knob is secured to the shaft, the shaft rotates. When the SINGLE tuning knob is
manually rotated for fine tuning, the torque is transmitted directly to the shaft and only the tuning shaft for L4 rotates.
Waveguide mutual aperture coupling is used for the input and a coaxial connector is used for the output. Pertinent
characteristics of the rf bandpass filter assembly are as follows:
Frequency bandpass

4.4 to 5 .0 gc

Bandwidth within frequency range

19 to 30 mc at -3 db points

Insertion loss

0.2 db to 1.0 db

Input and output impedance
Reflection coefficient (vswr)

50 ohms
1.5 max
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Index No.
1
Machine screw, pan head, No.
8-32 x 1/2 in. long
2
Lockwasher
3
Flat washer
4
Post
5
Two-cavity body
6
Probe spacer
7
Probe spacer
8
Flange spacer
9
Probe and connector
assembly
10 Machine screw, pan head, No.
4-40 x 1/4 in. long
11 Lockwasher
12 Flat washer
13 Flat washer
14 Tuning plunger assembly (L3)
15 Contact
16 Dielectric sleeve
17 Dielectric sleeve
18 Spacer
19 Flat washer
20 Lockwasher
21 Nut
22 Flat washer
23 Gear assembly
24 Gear plate subassembly
25 Flat
washer

Figure 1. RF Bandpass Filter NUS 5313-1 Parts Location.
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Description
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Gear assembly
Clutch washer
Gear subassembly
Tuning plunger assembly (L4)
Contact
Dielectric sleeve
Dielectric sleeve
Flat washer
Stop screw
Clutch washer
Spring washer
Flat washer
Setscrew
Spur gear (internal threads)
Stop screw
Stop screw
SINGLE tuning shaft assembly
Machine screw, pan head, No. 4-40 x 1/4 in. long
Lockwasher
Flat washer
Tuning dial
Flat washer
GANG tuning shaft assembly
Machine screw, flat head, No.4-40x1 in.
Gear drive subassembly
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FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER CAVITY ASSEMBLY
NUS 5314-1 and NUS 5314-3
DESCRIPTION

Frequency multiplier cavity assemblies NUS 5314-1 and NUS 5314-3 each consist of a tuned radial cavity with a
triode amplifier mounted in the cavity and associated circuitry that provides test and monitoring points. The unit is
mounted on the frequency multiplier chassis. The 2,200- to 2,500- mc input signal, which is received from the modulator
exciter drawer, is multiplied by a factor of two. Pertinent characteristics of this module is as follows:
Power required

5.3 vdc at 1.0 amp
+800 vdc at 125 ma

Power output

1 watt (min)

Output impedance

50 ohms

Input frequency

2,200 to 2,500 mc

Output frequency

4,400 to 5,000 mec

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 through 4)
The frequency multiplier cavity assembly operates as a frequency doubler. The rf input is coupled to the cathode
cavity through adjustable loop L1 and applied to the cathode of tube V1. The cathode cavity is tuned to the input
frequency. The rf input is developed in the plate cavity which is tuned to the second harmonic of the input frequency. The
rf output is coupled from the plate cavity through a waveguide to a filter. Cathode current is monitored by the transmitter
metering circuit. Test points TP1 and TP2 are provided for checking the cathode and B+ voltages. Thermal switch S2
opens when tube Vl overheats, thus causing the B+ voltage to be removed.
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Figure 1. Frequency Multiplier Cavity Assembly NUS 5314-1 and NUS 5314-3, Schematic Diagram.
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Figure 2. Frequency Multiplier Cavity Assembly NUS 5314-1, Parts Location
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Figure 3. Frequency Multiplier Cavity Assembly NUS 5314-3, Parts Location
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Figure 4. Frequency Multiplier Cavity Assembly NUS 5314-1 and NUS 5314-3, Wiring Diagram
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RF SWITCHOVER AND POWER DIVIDER
NUS 5959-1
RF SWITCHOVER
NUS 5959-3
DESCRIPTION
The rf switchover and power divider is designed to improve transmitter reliability in quadruple space diversity links by
automatically switching the system to the standby transmitter if a failure occurs in the primary transmitter. The two
configurations are similar; the NUS 59593 module does not contain the power divider. The 4400-to 5,000-mc output from
the primary transmitter is divided equally by the power divider (NUS 59591) while the output of the standby transmitter is
dissipated in a suitable load resistor. The divided 4400to 5,000mc output is then fed to the two power amplifiers.
Operation of the rf switchover and power divider is either automatic or manual. Under normal operating conditions, the
selected signal from transmitter A is fed to the rf switchover and power divider. Controls S2 and S3 should be depressed,
and lamps DS2 thru DS5 should indicate as follows:
Reference
designation
S2
S3
DS2 thru
DS5

Control or indicator
AUTOMATIC SELECT/MANUAL SELECT
XMTR A SELECT/XMTR B SELECT
XMTR A IN USE/XMTR B IN USE

Indication
AUTOMATIC SELECT
XMTR A SELECT
XMTR A IN USE

If a failure occurs in transmitter A, the controls will indicate as follows:
Control or indicator
AUTOMATIC SELECT/MANUAL SELECT
XMTR A SELECT/XMTR B SELECT
XMTR A IN USE/XMTR B IN USE

Indication
AUTOMATIC SELECT
XMTR A SELECT
XMTR B IN USE

At the same time, an alarm and light at the central equipment cabinet indicates that the primary transmitter failed. Manual
selection of either transmitter can be made by depressing control S2 to the MANUAL SELECT position and control S3 to
the position for the desired transmitter. Manual position should only be used during servicing of equipment. Easy access
for servicing is gained by loosening two front panel fasteners which open a hinged front panel.
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Pertinent characteristics of the module are as follows:
Power input
Rf power input
Input reflection ratio
Frequency range
Output reflection ratio
Switching time
Output levels
Input and output impedance

24 volts, 47-63 cps and 117 volts, 47-63 cps
2 watts maximum
1.3 maximum
4400 to 5000 me
1.5 maximum
150 milliseconds approximately
-3.0 ±0.5 db down
50 ohms

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 through 3)
The rf switchover and power divider function is controlled in the AUTOMATIC SELECT mode by an external failure
alarm system in the transmitters and in the MANUAL SELECT mode by the XMTR A SELECT/XMTR B SELECT control
on the unit. The manual mode is used primarily for servicing the equipment.
Normal operation in the automatic mode is initiated by applying 117 volts ac and 24 volts ac power to the unit,
setting switch S2 to AUTOMATIC SELECT (NC) and switch S3 to XMTR A SELECT (NC). With switches S2 and S3 set
as specified, lamps DS6 and DS7 illuminate the AUTOMATIC SELECT indicator and lamps DS10 and DS11 illuminate the
XMTR A SELECT indicator. If transmitter A is operating normally, pin J15 is externally connected to pin J16, which
energizes relay K1. With the relay energized, 117 volts ac is applied to pin P1B of coaxial switch S4. The signal applied to
the XMTR A IN connector of switch S4 passes through the switch power divider Al (NUS 59591) where it is divided into
two equivalent signals. Both signals are fed to the two OUT connectors of the power divider. As this switching action
occurs lamps DS2 and DS3 simultaneously illuminate the XMTR A IN USE indicator. If there is no failure at transmitter A,
only the signal applied to the XMTR A IN connector passes through switch S4 to the power divider, while the signal at the
XMTR BIN connector passes through the switch to dummy load E1.
Should a failure occur at transmitter A, the external connection between pins J1-5 and J1-6 opens. Relay K1 becomes
deenergized, deactuating coaxial switch S4. External connection is automatically made between pins J1-21 and J1-22.
This action energizes relay K2 which applies 117 volts ac to pin P1-A of coaxial switch S4. Switchover of switch S4
occurs, transferring the siginal at the XMTR A IN connector to dummy load El and the signal at the XMTR B IN connector
to power divider Al. As this switchover action occurs, the XMTR A IN USE indicator goes out and lamps DS4 and DS5
illuminate the XMTR B IN USE indicator.
Should both transmitters A and B fail, relays K1 and K2 are deenergized and both XMTR A IN USE and XMTR B IN
USE indicators go out. Manual operation of the unit is accomplished by setting switch S2 to the MANUAL SELECT (NO)
position. Switch S3 is set to the XMTR A SELECT (NC) or to the XMTR B SELECT (NO) position to operate coaxial
switch S4.
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Figure 1. RF Switchover and Power Divider NUS 5959-1and RF Switchover NUS 5959-3, Schematic Diagram
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Figure 2. RF Switchover and Power Divider NUS 5959-1, Parts Location
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Figure 3. RF Switchover NUS 5959-3, Parts Location
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MODULATOR SWITCHOVER AND POWER DIVIDER
NUS 5959-2
DESCRIPTION
The modulator switchover and power divider automatically switches the transmitter system to the standby modulator if a
failure occurs in the primary modulator. The output of the primary modulator is equally divided by the power divider and
channeled into the transmitter, while the output of the standby modulator is dissipated in a suitable dummy load.
Operation can be either automatic or manual. Under normal operating conditions, modulator A is the primary modulator
and modulator B is the standby modulator. This condition is established by pressing the illuminated pushbutton controls
on the front panel to indicate as follows: AUTOMATIC SELECT/MANUAL SELECT switch S2 for AUTOMATIC SELECT,
MOD A SELECT/MOD B SELECT switch S3 for MOD A SELECT. The MOD A IN USE/MOD B IN USE lamps DS3
through DS6 will then indicate MOD A IN USE. If a failure occurs in modulator A, the switchover circuits sense the loss of
modulator A power and automatically switch the modulator B power into the transmitter system. The MOD A IN USE/MOD
B IN USE lamps DS3 through DS6 then indicate MOD B IN USE. At the same time, an alarm light at the central
equipment cabinet is energized to indicate failure of the primary modulator. Either modulator can also be manually
switched into the transmitter system to facilitate servicing of the equipment. This is accomplished by pressing
AUTOMATIC SELECT/MANUAL SELECT switch S2 for a MANUAL SELECT indication and MOD A SELECT/MOD B
SELECT switch S3 for the desired modulator. Pertinent characteristics of the modulator switchover and power divider are
as follows:
Ac power input
Dc power input
Input reflection ratio
Output reflection ratio
Frequency range
Switching time
Output levels
Input impedance
Output impedance

117 volts 47-63 cps, 24 volts 47-63 cps
30 volts
1.3 max
1.5 max
70 me r2.5
40 milliseconds approx
-3.0 ± 0.5 db down
75 ohms
75 ohms

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 and 2)
Automatic Operation. When modulators A and B are energized and functioning properly, their outputs are applied
through separate coaxial lines to coaxial switch S4. With modulator A selected as the primary modulator as described in
paragraph 1, coaxial switch S4 channels the modulator A output to power divider CP1 and connects the modulator B
output to dummy load E1. Power divider CP1 is a tee adapter which splits the modulator power and connects equal power
levels into the transmitter system on two output lines. Portions of the two modulator outputs to the coaxial switch are fed
through diode rectifiers and LC filter circuits to maintain relays K5 and K6 in an energized condition. If the modulator A
power output is lost,
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relay K6 drops out and breaks the energization path of relay K4. As K4 drops out, the 24-volt a-c common line is
transferred from the coil of relay K1 to the alarm light output line at J1-31, and the relay common line is transferred from
the relay normal line at J1-8 to the relay alarm line at J1-25. As a result, K1 drops out and the external alarm light and
relay are energized. With K1 deenergized, -30 volts dc actuates coaxial switch S4 which connects the modulator B power
into the power divider and switches the modulator A output line to the dummy load. In addition, 24 volts ac is transferred
from MOD A IN USE lamps DS5 and DS6 to MOD B IN USE lamps DS3 and DS4. Modulator B remains as the primary
modulator until the modulator A output is restored, at which time modulator A is automatically returned to the primary
status and modulator B to the standby status.
Manual Operation. When AUTOMATIC SELECT/MANUAL SELECT switch S2 is pressed for MANUAL SELECT,
relays K1 and K2 are energized regardless of whether the modulator A and B outputs are present or not. The operation of
MOD A IN USE lamps DS5 and DS6, MOD B IN USE lamps DS3 and DS4, and coaxialswitch S4 is then controlled by
MOD A SELECT/MOD B SELECT switch S3. When S3 is pressed for MOD A SELECT, DS5 and DS6 are energized by
24 volts ac through S3 and contacts 5 and 8 of K1. Coaxial switch S4 receives +30 volts dc and switches the modulator A
output into the power divider. When MOD B SELECT is initiated through S3, 24 volts ac is transferred through contacts 5
and 8 of K2 to DS3 and DS4. These lamps light and DS5 and DS6 go out. Coaxial switch S4 is actuated by -30 volts dc
applied through S3 and contacts 6 and 7 of K2. The modulator B output is then switched through S4 to the power divider.
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Figure 1. Modulator Switchover and Power Divider NUS 5959-2, Schematic Diagram
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Figure 2. Modulator Switchover and Power Divider NUS 5959-2, Parts Location
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BASEBAND AMPLIFIER
NUS 5970-3
DESCRIPTION
The baseband amplifier is used in both the transmitter and receiver equipments of the radio set to amplify the
baseband signal. The module is mounted on the modulator-exciter drawer in the transmitter and in the if and baseband
drawer in the receiver. Pertinent characteristics of the module are as follows:
Power required
-30 vdc at 125 ma
Gain
32 db
Input impedance
150 ohms
Output impedance
75 ohms
Noise power ratio
68 db
Noise figure
18 db nominal
Bandwidth
300 cps to 3 mc, + 1 db
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 and 2)
The baseband amplifier provides three direct-coupled amplifier stages, utilizing negative feedback for stabilization.
The baseband input is coupled through dc blocking capacitor C1 to the base of transistor Q1. Transistors Q1 and Q2 are
common-emitter amplifiers. Resistor R9 provides degeneration to stabilize the gain of Q2. Emitter follower Q3 supplies
the output signal to output connector J4 through dc blocking capacitor C6. The feedback coupling impedance is the series
combination of R16 and R7. The setting of R7 determines the amount of feedback which, in turn, determines the gain.
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Figure 1. Baseband Amplifier NUS 5970-3, Schematic Diagram
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Figure 2. Baseband Amplifier NUS 5970-3, Parts Location
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LOW VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY
NUS 5975-1, -3, -4, -31, and -41
DESCRIPTION
The low voltage power supply is the source of the +5-volt, +15-volt, and -30-volt dc /power used by the dual diversity
receiver, and the +15-volt and -30-volt dc power used by the transmitter. Five identical power supplies are used to provide
these five voltages. The output voltage of each power supply is selected by input transformer taps and selection of
resistors in the regulator control circuit. Power supplies NUS 5975-1, -31, and -41, which are located in the power supply
drawer, provide the +5-, +15-, and -30-volt outputs, respectively, for the receiver. The +15- and -30-volt outputs for the
transmitter are supplied by power supplies NUS 5975-3 and -4, respectively, located in the power distribution panel. The
receiver power supplies are equipped with leads which connect to terminal boards inside the receiver cabinet. The power
supplies used by the transmitter are equipped with connectors which mate with receptacles inside the transmitter cabinet.
Pertinent characteristics of the low voltage power supplies are as follows:
Input power
Output power (regulated):
NUS 5975-1
NUS 5975-3
NUS 5975-4
NUS 5975-31
NUS 5975-41
Regulation
Ripple
Operating temperature range

115 ± 10 volts ac, 47 to 63 cps
+5 volts dc, 1.0 amp
+15 volts dc, 1.0 amp
-30 volts dc, 1. 0 amp
+15 volts dc, 1.0 amp
-30 volts dc, 1. 0 amp
± 0.05 percent
1 mv rms max
-20° C to +55° C

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 and 2)
Regulated DC Output. Primary power, 115 volts ac, is applied to the primary of transformer T1 through 3/4-amp fuse 11.
A center-tapped secondary, with taps adjustable for the output voltage desired, feeds a full-wave rectifier consisting of
diodes CR1 and CR2. Capacitors C9 and C10 provide protection against reverse voltage breakdown to diodes CR1 and
CR2, respectively. The rectified output of (R1 and CR2 is filtered by capacitor C1 and fed through thermostat S1 and
transistor Q1 to the output of the power supply. Feedback from voltage-sensing transistor Q4, applied through Q2 to the
base of Q1, increases or decreases the current through Q1 to provide the required regulation. Regulation occurs in the
following manner:
1. A drop in output voltage will decrease current flowing through the voltage divider consisting of resistors R9, R10,
and the selected tap resistor. The forward bias of Q5 increases, causing collector current to increase.
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2. Increased collector current of Q5 causes the base current of Q4 to increase, producing a corresponding increase
in the collector current.
3. Increased Q4 collector current is applied through diode CR6 to the base of transistor Q2, increasing forward bias
of this transistor.
4. Increased forward bias applied to the base of Q2 permits a higher collector current through this transistor.
5. Increased Q2 collector current is applied to the base of transistor Ql, increasing the forward bias of this transistor.
6. Increased forward bias of Q1 permits a higher collector current through this transistor, restoring the power supply
output to its proper level.
7. If the output voltage rises, the reverse of the processes described in steps 1 through 6 occurs.
Regulator Transistor Supply Voltages. Transistors Q6, Q7. and Q8 constitute a regulated dc supply for regulator
transistors Q1 through Q5. This supply is powered by an additional center-tapped secondary on transformer T1. The
voltage induced in the secondary is rectified by the fullwave rectifier consisting of diodes CR3 and CR4, filtered by
capacitor C6, and applied through transistor Q6 to the regulator transistors. Feedback from voltage sensing transistor Q8,
applied through Q7 to the base of Q6, increases or decreases the current through Q6 to provide the required regulation.
Regulation occurs in the following manner:
1. A decrease in output voltage of the reference supply across capacitor C7 is impressed directly across resistors
R20 and R21. This change decreases the base-emitter voltage of Q8, decreasing base-emitter current of this transistor.
2. The decreased forward bias of Q8 results in a lower collector current through the transistor.
3. The reduced Q8 collector current is transmitted to the base of transistor Q7, decreasing the forward bias of this
transistor.
4. The reduced forward bias of Q7 results in a lower collector current through this transistor.
5. Since the current through resistor R18 is fixed by the voltage drop across diode CR9 and the base-emitter voltage
drop of Q6, a decrease in the collector current of Q7 increases the base current of Q6.
6. The increase forward bias of Q6 permits a higher current through this transistor, restoring the regulator transistor
supply potential to its proper level.
7. If the regulator transistor supply potential rises, the reverse of the processes described in steps 1 through 6
occurs.
Overload and Short Circuit Protection. If the load current increases, the voltage drop across resistor R3 increases,
decreasing the collector-emitter voltage of Q4. If this voltage approaches zero, Q4 fails to operate as an amplifier. When
this occurs, the change in the power supply output voltage is sensed by Q5. Transistor Q5 attempts to increase the
collector current of Q4. Since Q4 is not operating as an amplifier, Q5 continues to conduct. The current that normally
flows through diode CR7 and the base-emitter circuit of Q2 now flows through the base-emitter circuit of Q4 and collectoremitter circuit of Q5. When this occurs,
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the voltage drop developed across CR7 decreases to a potential which inhibits the conduction of Q1 and Q2. This
condition persists when the the overload or short is removed. To restore the power supply to normal operation, remove the
overload or short circuit and turn the ac input off and on.
Overvoltage Protection. When the power supply is turned off, all normal operating bias voltages are removed from
their associated circuits. Transistor Q3, however, continues to function, providing a constant reverse bias for Q1. This
ensures that the leakage currents of Q1 and its associated circuits will not cause Q1 to conduct and pass the voltage
across input capacitor C1 to the power supply output. Since the voltage across C1 exceeds the normal power supply
output, damage to the load might result if this voltage were permitted to be applied across the output terminals. Diode CR5
operates in the forward direction to supply a constant reference voltage for Q3. This reference maintains a constant
current through Q3 and resistor R2 regardless of input and output voltage variations.
NOTE: NUS 5975-4 and -41, the -30 volt supplies, include transistor Q9 and resistors
R23, R24, and R25 to provide current limiting and operation up to 1. 0 amperes. The
operation of this circuit is similar to that previously described for control transistor Q4.
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Figure 1. Voltage Power Supply
NUS 5979-1, -3, -4, -31 and
-41, Schematic Diagram
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Figure 2. Low Voltage Power Supply
NUS 5979-1, -3, -4, -31, and
-41. Parts Location
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70-MC AMPLIFIER
NUS 5979-1

DESCRIPTION
The 70-mc amplifier NUS 5979-1 increases the power level of the 70-mc signal from the modulator switchover and
power divider sufficiently to compensate for the power division and losses produced in the switchover unit. The 70-mc
amplifier is mounted in the modulator exciter drawer. The output of the 70-mc amplifier is applied to the mixer-amplifier.
Pertinent characteristics of this module are as follows:
Gain
Amplitude response
Output power
Input impedance
Output impedance
Input power requirements
165 vdc at 0.47 amp

4 db
Flat ±2.5% over 5-mc bandwidth
1 watt (approx)
75 ohms
75 ohms
6.3 vac at 0.65 amp

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 through 3)
The 70-mc amplifier is a single-stage power amplifier that uses a type 6CL6 pentode. The frequency-modulated 70-mc
input signal is applied to the grid of tube V1. The input circuit is tuned by inductor L1 which resonates with the input
capacitance of the tube. Resistors R1 and R2 broaden the input-bandpass width. Level detector CR1 and bias network C3
and R4 provide monitoring of the input level at jack J3. Cathode bias is provided by network C4 and R6. The cathode
current is monitored at jack J4. A double-tuned, modified-T network is used in the plate circuit of tube V1. Variable inductor
L3 forms a resonant circuit with the plate capacitance. Inductor L4, in parallel with capacitor C9, tunes the output circuit.
These two resonant frequencies are staggered so that they produce a double-tuned, flat-topped response. To prevent rf
interference in the 60-cps filament voltage, pi-filter L2, C6, and C11 is provided. Bypass capacitors C7, C8, and C12
prevent rf interference in the 165-volt supply. The output of the module is coupled through C10 to jack J2, a coaxial BNCtype connector.
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Figure 1. 70-Mc Amplifier NUS 5979-1, Parts Location
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Figure 3. 70-Mc Amplifier NUS 5979-1,
Schematic Diagram
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Figure 3. 70-Mc Amplifier NUS 5979-1,
Wiring Diagram
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POWER DISTRIBUTION PANEL
NUS 6068-1, NUS 6068-2, AND NUS 6068-12

The power distribution panel contains the circuits that distribute ac and do voltages to drawers in the transmitter, and
contains the +15 volts and -30 volts dc power supplies. A fan is located on the chassis to distribute cooling air throughout
the transmitter cabinet. The power distribution panel is mounted in the transmitter cabinet, and can be moved out of the
cabinet horizontally on rollers. When inserted fully into the cabinet, it is secured by four quarter-turn fasteners. The
pertinent characteristics of the power distribution panel are as follows:

Power input:

117 volts ac at 2. 0 amperes

Power output:

-30 volts do at 2. 0 amperes (max) *
+15 volts dc at 2.0 amperes (max)
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 and 2)

The power distribution panel distributes ac and dc power to the drawers in the transmitter cabinet, as shown in figure
1. Primary power (117 volts ac) from an external source is applied to the distribution panel through circuit breaker CB1.
The 117 volts ac is distributed internally to power the cooling fan motor, the +15 volts dc power supply, and the -30 volts dc
power supply. The panel distributes the 117 volts ac, the +15 volts dc, and the -30 volts dc to other drawers in the cabinet.
The panel also supplies input power to the transmitter power supply. In the NUS 6068-1 configuration, the unregulated 117
volts ac primary power is supplied, and terminal boards TB1 and TB2 are each strapped from terminal 4 to terminal 5. In
the NUS 6068-2, and -12 configurations, the input voltage to the transmitter power supply is regulated by voltage regulator
NUS 8258 (located in the voltage regulator drawer in the cabinet). When the voltage regulator is used, terminal boards
TB1 and TB2 are each strapped from terminal 5 to terminal 6. The power distribution panel also distributes the 24 volts ac,
+150 volts dc, and +800 volts do outputs of the transmitter power supply.
* Power distribution panel NUS 6068-2 when used with transmitters NUS 5951-3, -7, and
-21 does not contain the -30 volt power supply (NUS 5975-4 or NUS 8797G2).
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Figure 1. Power Distribution Panel NUS 6068-1, NUS 6068-2, and NUS 6068-12, Schematic Diagram
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Figure 2. Power Distribution Panel NUS 6068-1, NUS 6068-2, and NUS 6068-12, Parts Location.
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70-MC CRYSTAL AFC
NUS 6973

DESCRIPTION
The 70mc crystal afc NUS 6973 stabilizes the center frequency of the 70mc modulator. The module compares
the 70mc modulated signal with the signal from a 70mc reference crystal oscillator on a sequential basis. A sample of the
modulator output is applied to a gate as is the output from a stable crystal controlled oscillator. A free running multivibrator switches the gate, alternately passing the signal from the modulator and the reference oscillator. The signals are
passed through limiters to an fm discriminator which provides the demodulated output. The demodulated output is a
square wave with an amplitude proportional to the frequency difference of the two signals. This difference, or error,
voltage is applied to an ac feedback amplifier and then a polarity phase detector which detects the error and determines its
polarity for plus or minus correction. Pertinent characteristics of this module are as follows:
Input impedance

75 ohms

Discriminator sensitivity

1.5 v/mc

Afc sensitivity

20 v/mc

Discriminator bandwidth

±2.5 mc

Power requirements

25 ma at 15 vdc

70-mc input level

1 vrms nominal

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 and 2)
The oscillator portion of the module consists of fifth overtone crystal Y1, oscillator Q1, and buffer Q2. The free
running multi-vibrator, Q11 and Q12, produces two square waves, 180 degrees out of phase. The crystal oscillator output
is fed to emitter follower Q3 through diodes CR1, CR2, and CR3.
Diodes CR1 through CR6 make up the diode gate. The two sides of the gate conduct alternately. On alternate
half cycles of the multi-vibrator, the signal from the 70mc modulator is fed through emitter follower Q14, and gating diodes
CR4, CR5, and CR6 to Q3 and the limiters. Transistor Q3 is an emitter follower providing isolation between limiter stage
Q4 and the diode gate. Limiters Q4 and Q5 prevent any am signal from reaching the discriminator.
Transistor Q8 is an emitter follower which isolates the second limiter from the discriminator driver stage Q7. The
discriminator is a conventional type employing the phase shift principle. Both the primary and the secondary are tuned for
a linear S-curve centered about 70mc. Stages Q8 through Q10 form a highly stable feedback amplifier which is coupled
both at the input and output.
The phase detector portion of the 70mc crystal afc consists of audio transformer T1 and diodes CR14 and CR13.
Emitter follower Q15 isolates the phase detector from input to the modulator. Emitter follower Q13 prevents the
transformer secondary from loading down the multi-vibrator.
Variable resistor R84 permits reduction of 4 kc residual in the pilot tone.
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Figure 1. 70-Mc Crystal AFC NUS 6973, Schematic Diagram
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Figure 2. 70-Mc Crystal AFC NUS 6973, Parts Location
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REGULATOR CONTROL UNIT
NUS 8137G1

DESCRIPTION
Regulator control unit NUS 8137G1 is a plug-in circuit board used with a motor driven variable auto transformer to supply
regulated primary power to the transmitter and power amplifier. These two units are part of voltage regulator NUS 8258.
The regulator control unit also senses over-voltage conditions in excess of 250 milliseconds and momentary interruption of
input power. Either condition will cause a recycle, decreasing the regulated voltage to a preset low voltage level, then
gradually raising it to the normal level. Pertinent characteristics of the regulator control unit are as follows:
Output:

0 to 130v ac, adjustable

Ambient temperature range:

-40 to +55°C.

Input:

108 to 132v ac, 47 to 63 cps

Regulation:

± lv for input line variations
± 1.5v for each 300C temperature change with a maximum of
4v over entire ambient temperature range.
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 and 2)

Input power is applied to the regulator control unit through connector terminals B and N. The line voltage is
dropped to the required level by the network consisting of R20, C2, C3, and C4, the impedance of the capacitors being
utilized as a non-dissipative device. Resistor R20 limits current surges. The output from this network is rectified by a full
wave bridge rectifier (CR10 through CR13) and filtered by capacitors C6, C7, C8. The filter provides 27 volts dc operating
power for the regulator control unit circuits.
Zener diode CR18 (20v) and time constant compensating diode CR16 with resistor R8 provide a temperature
stabilized reference voltage. An external voltage adjust potentiometer is connected across CR16 and CR18 through
connector pins A and U. The potentiometer wiper arm, connected through pin T, forms a voltage divider with register R1
to establish an adjustable reference level at the base of Q2. This level, in turn, determines the regulated output level.
The regulated output voltage from the auto transformer is returned to the regulator control unit through connector
pins Q and V and is applied to the primary of T1. A negative signal is developed across CR3, CR4, and R5 in the T1
secondary circuit. This negative signal is combined with the positive reference level at the base of G2. When these two
signals are equal in amplitude, the circuit is stabilized and the output of the external auto transformer is regulated at the
level determined by the setting of the voltage adjust potentiometer.
A decrease in output voltage sensed at the primary of T1 causes the secondary voltage from CR3 and CR4 to
become less negative, increasing the collector current of Q2. The increased Q2 collector current increases the Q3
collector current which, in turn, forward
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biases Q4. The collector current of Q4 energizes relay K1. Contacts B2B1 of K1 close, energizing the "raise" winding of
the auto transformer motor. The auto transformer raises the output voltage until the negative voltage level at the
secondary of T1 is equal to the preset reference level at the base of Q2. The Q2 collector current decreases, causing the
Q3 collector current to decrease and cutoff Q4. Relay K1 de-energizes, maintaining the auto transformer output at the
predetermined level.
An increase in output voltage sensed by T1 will cause the T1 secondary voltage to become more negative,
reverse biasing Q2. The drop in the Q2 collector current reverse biases Q3, cutting off Q6. Relay K2 de-energizes,
closing the auto transformer "lower" winding through contacts B2B3. The auto transformer output decreases until a stable
condition is attained at the base of Q2.
Since both Q4 and Q6 derive their input signal from the same source, diode CR6 is used to establish a difference
in potential between their emitters. This essentially establishes the minimum voltage, or bandwidth, determining the levels
at which K1 energizes and K2 de-energizes. The bandwidth can be varied by potentiometer R6, which together with R10
and R25, forms a negative feedback network to degenerate the incoming signal. The wiper arm setting of R6 determines
the bias of Q1. Since the emitters of Q1 and Q2 are tied together, the conduction of Q1 reduces the effect of the signal at
the base of Q2.
Transformer T1 also senses over voltage conditions. A positive voltage is fed from CR1 and CR2 to R3 and C1.
A reference point is established by the setting of potentiometer R4. If this preset point is exceeded by the positive T1
secondary output, the 6.8volt reference of Zener diode CR14 will be exceeded. This action will forward bias Q8 into
conduction, cutting off Q7. If the over voltage condition is sustained over 250 millisecond (determined by the time constant
of C9) K4 will de-energize, recycling the motor driven auto transformer to a preset lower limit.
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NOTES
1. UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED ALL
RESTRICTIONS ARE 1/2W,1O% RESISTIANCE VALUES
ARE IN OHMS, CAPACITANCE VALUES ARE IN
MICROFARADS
2. INCLUDES MODIFICATION 2388137.

Figure 1. Regulator Control Unit NUS 8137G1, Schematic Diagram
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Figure 2. Regulator Control Unit NUS 8137G1, Parts Location (Sheet 1 of 2)
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Figure 2. Regulator Control Unit NUS 8137G1, Parts Location (Sheet 2 of 2)
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VOLTAGE REGULATOR
NUS 8258G1
DESCRIPTION
Voltage regulator NUS 8258G1 is a regulated ac power supply which supplies regulated primary power to the
transmitter circuits. The voltage regulator drawer, mounted in the transmitter rack, contains a regulator control unit (NUS
8137G1) and a motor-driven variable auto-transformer (ITTFL A2383222). Detailed descriptions of the regulator control
unit and auto-transformer are contained in separate manuals. Pertinent characteristics of the voltage regulator are as
follows:
Input:

108 to 132 vac, 47.5 to 63 cps,
1 phase, unregulated

Output:

0 to 130 vac, adjustable

Regulation:

± lv for input line variations
±1.5v for each 300C temperature change
with a maximum of 4v over entire operating
temperature range.

Operating temperature range:

-40 to +55° C.
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 and 2)

The regulator control unit compares the output voltage level with a preset reference voltage. When a difference
between these two levels is sensed, the regulator control unit applies a control voltage to the appropriate winding of the
auto-transformer drive motor to raise or lower the output voltage.
The motor-driven variable auto-transformer contains a single layer winding on a toroidal core. A carbon brush,
mechanically linked to the shaft of a reversible synchronous motor, rides on the auto-transformer winding to couple the ac
voltage to the output circuit. The motor is controlled by two inputs (raise and lower) from the regulator control unit. Two
mechanically-set, cam-operated limit switches stop the motor at a lower limit setting of 90 volts and at an upper limit
setting of 130 volts. The lower limit switch is set to operate when the transformer step down ratio is 1.3; the upper limit
switch operates when the brush reaches the high-voltage limit of the auto-transformer (step-up ratio of 1.15). The driving
times for one revolution (approximately 3150) are 28 seconds at 60 cps and 34 seconds at 50 cps.
The regulator control unit performs the ac sensor and comparator functions and provides an automatic reset if an
overvoltage condition or power interruption occurs. The ac sensor and comparator circuits sample the output voltage and
drive the raise and lower windings of the variable transformer drive motor to compensate for line variations. The output
voltage can be maintained within a range (bandwidth) of t 1 to t 5 volts ac, determined by the setting of the B ADJ control
on the regulator control unit. The center point of the bandwidth is set by the adjustment of VOLTAGE ADJ potentiometer
R1 in the voltage regulator drawer. The reset circuit senses overvoltage conditions in excess of 250 milliseconds and
momentary power interruptions, deenergizing relay K1 in the voltage regulator drawer. This action removes the output
voltage, resets the auto-transformer to the lower 6-137 /49
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limit, and restores the output voltage to its normal value gradually from a 90-volt level. The overvoltage cutoff point is
determined by the setting of the OV V ADJ control in the regulator control unit.
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Figure 1. Voltage Regulator NUS 8258G1, Schematic diagram
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Figure 2. Voltage Regulator NUS 8258G1, Parts Location.
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8-KC LOW-PASS FILTER
NUS 8443G1
DESCRIPTION
The 8-kc low-pass filter removes spurious signals above 8 kc from the normal baseband input signal when the radio
set is in single channel operation. The filter is mounted in the modulator-exciter drawer. Pertinent characteristics of the
filter are as follows:
Cutoff frequency (3 db)
kc Insert loss (min)
Skirt selectivity
Input impedance
Output impedance

19 Ù 3
12.5 db
12 db/octave
150 ohms (nominal)
150 ohms

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 and 2)
The baseband input signal is applied through coaxial cable to IN jack J1 of the 8-kc lowpass filter to an impedancematching and gain adjust network consisting of resistors R1 through R3. An LC Network consisting of coils L1 and L2 and
capacitor C1 is connected in series with the resistor network. The LC network is arranged in a T configuration for
maximum attenuation of high frequencies. The output of the LC network is applied to coaxial OUT connector P10 of the
filter.
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UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED, VALUES OFCAPACITORS ARE IN MICROFARADS
COILS ARE IN MICROHENRIES
RESISTORS ARE IN OHMS AND ARE 1/2 WATT
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Figure 1. 8-Kc Low-Pass Filter NUS 8443G1, Schematic Diagram
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Figure 2. 8-Kc Low Pass Filter NUS 8443G1, Parts location
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LOW VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY
NUS 8797G1 through G5
DESCRIPTION
The low voltage power supply is the source of the +5 volt, +15 volt and -30 volt dc pcwer used by the dual diversity
receiver and the +15 volt and -30 volt dc power used by the transmitter. The output voltage of each power supply is
selected by the connection made to the input transformer taps and output resistor taps. Power supplies which are located
in the power supply drawer, provide the +5, +15 and -30 volts dc for the receiver. The +15 and -30 volt dc power supplies
are located in the power distribution panel. The receiver power supplies are equipped with conductors which connect to
terminal boards inside the receiver cabinet. The power supplies used by the transmitter are equipped with connectors
which mate with receptacles inside the transmitter cabinet. Pertinent characteristics of the low voltage power supplies are
as follows:
Input

110 to 130 vac 47 to 63 cps

Output Voltage

+5 vdc, +15 vdc or -30 vdc
(depending upon setup connections)

Output Current

1 amp.

Ripple Voltage

1 mv rms max.

Regulation

.05 1/0 max for line or load variation
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 and 2)

Primary power, 115 volts ac, is applied to the primary of transformer T1 through the 1.5 amp fuse. Transformer T1
contains two secondary windings; a full wave bridge across one winding and three full wave rectifier across the other.
The three full wave bridge circuits CR1 & CR2, CR3 & CR6 and CR4 & CR5 provide operating voltages for the NPN
transistor regulating circuits. The full wave bridge is connected to the tapped secondary according to the voltage required
at its output terminals. The filtered dc output across capacitors C5 and C10 is applied to the collector of transistor Q3
which conducts, feeding the voltage to the output terminals.
Regulation occurs when a change in current and voltage occurs at the output terminals of TB1. If a rise -in voltage
occurs due to a change in load the positive swing will be felt on the base of transistors Q4, Q5 and Q6. Conduction of
transistor Q6 will increase, making the emitter junction of Q5 and Q6 more positive. With the emitter of Q5 more positive
the transistor conducts less causing the collector voltage to rise. This positive change is also on the base of transistor Q1
which is tied directly to this point. Transistor Q1 conducts, causing the base of transistor Q2 to become more negative
which reduces its conduction, allowing the base of transistor Q3 to become more negative. With the base of Q3 reducing
the current flow in the transistor its impedance rises, lowering the output voltage to the level set by potentiometer R19.
The voltage applied to the base of Q5 and Q4 have limited effect due to their emitter voltage. Transistor Q6 also senses
for a negative change in the output voltage which will create the opposite reaction on the regulating circuit. A negative
change in the voltage will cause transistor Q3 to conduct more, reducing its series impedance to the load. Transistor Q4
also aids in the regulation of the output voltage. The conduction through Q4 and its load resistor R6 in conjunction with the
output of Q1 control the bias on the base of Q2. Transistor Q4 is protected from burn-out by shunting the emitter to
collector with a thermal switch.
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Figure 1. Low Voltage Power Supply NUS 8797G1 through G5, Schematic Diagram
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PRE-EMPHASIS ASSEMBLIES C2336632G1, C2336634G1, C2336635G1, and
C1260277
DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 through 8)
The pre-emphasis assembly provides a frequency-shaping characteristic that peaks the high-frequency components of the
baseband signal in relation to the low-frequency components. The pre-emphasis assembly is associated with the
transmitter and is used in conjunction with a de-emphasis assembly in the receiver to provide a more uniform signal-tonoise ratio over the entire frequency range of the baseband signal. The assembly includes a three-position rotary switch
that selects RLC components to produce the desired frequency-shaping characteristics. The frequency at which peaking
occurs depends upon the number of channels being used. The types of pre-emphasis assemblies and their channel
capacities (width of baseband signal to be passed) are listed below:
Pre-Emphasis Assembly
C2336632G1
C2336634G1
C2336635G1
C1260277

Channel Capacity
24/36
48/60
72/120
180/240
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION (Figures 1 through4)

As the pre-emphasis assemblies are similar, except for component values, only the 24/ 36 channel capacity assembly
will be described.
With PRE-EMPHASIS switch S1 set to 24 CH, the circuit shown in figure 1A is formed. The resonant frequency of the
series-resonant circuit formed by L1, L2, and C1 is above the highest baseband frequency. Since the impedance of a
series-resonant circuit is lowest at resonance, the impedance of the network formed by the series-resonant circuit and
resistor R1, at low baseband frequencies, is high. Thus, the network attenuation at the low baseband frequency is high.
As the baseband frequency increases toward resonance, the impedance of the network decreases and, thus, the network
attenuation decreases.
When PRE-EMPHASIS switch S1 is set to FLAT, the circuit shown in figure 1B is formed. The attenuation of the
voltage divider network is the flat loss across resistors R2 and R4. Since there are no reactive components in the divider,
no pre-emphasis takes place. The FLAT position is used only during testing and alignment of the system in which the
assembly is used.
When PRE-EMPHASIS switch S1 is set to 36 CH, the circuit shown in figure 1C is formed. The operation of this
circuit is the same as that previously described except that the bandwidth is greater in the 36 CH position because of the
higher channel capacity.
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Figure 1. Pre-Emphasis Assembly C2336632, Simplified Schematic Diagram
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Figure 2. Pre-Emphasis Assembly C2336634, Simplified Schematic Diagram
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Figure 3. Pre-Emphasis Assembly C2336634, Simplified Schematic Diagram
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Figure 4. Pre-Emphasis Assembly C1260277,, Simplified Schematic Diagram
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Figure 5. Pre-Emphasis Assembly C2336634, Parts Location
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Figure 6. Pre-Emphasis Assembly C2336634, Parts Location
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Figure 7. Pre-Emphasis Assembly C2336635, Parts Location
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Figure 8. Pre-Emphasis Assembly C1260277, Parts Location
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